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Abstract 
This thesis aims to investigate how producers of cultural events can benefit from 

involving tastemakers (people who can influence otherʼs taste and choice of culture) in 

the production process. The thesis concludes that tastemakers have a position that 

makes them capable of elegantly linking art and commerce.  

 

The thesis is a case study of the music export drive - SPOT On Denmark (SOD), which 

is arranged by the Danish publicly supported music organisation; Music Export 

Denmark (MXD). It investigates the influence that the strategic use of involving 

tastemakers has had on the relatively quickly earned audience success that SOD has 

experienced, despite MXDʼs main focus on attracting professionals. The study is 

directed by the methodology of critical realism, which together Pierre Bourdieuʼs field 

analysis theory will make up the analytical frame.   

 

Through an analysis of the empirical data, consisting of 11 interviews with MXD 

employees and SOD tastemakers, and ethnographic observations from an internship, 

the thesis finds, that tastemakers have possess a mix of intrinsic (art for artøs sake) 

and extrinsic (art for businessʼs sake) motivation for working. This makes them capable 

of converting/commercialising art so it is more relevant and understandable for an 

audience. The thesis shows that if a cultural producer can make the event attractive for 

tastemakers and other professionals to participate in, the event earns great exposure 

from these, which can attract an audience without spending money on PR. Thus the 

thesis aims at making recommendations that other cultural producers can be inspired 

of. 
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Definition of essential terms and acronyms 
Cultural producer: I make use of the term cultural producer to describe the position 

from which the point of view of the thesis is taken, which is the view of MXD as an 

organiser and initiator of a cultural event. From this perspective, a cultural producer is a 

person whose job it is to procure, set up, and to manage cultural events/productions. 

Tastemaker: The essential term for this thesis, tastemaker, covers a person who is in 

a position to influence, form, or decide other peopleʼs tastes in and choices of cultural 

products (Towse 2011). The term is taken from Pierre Bourdieuʼs book: Distinction 

(1984). In practice it is a relative term, meaning that everybody can potentially be a 

tastemaker, anyone from a friend or colleague to a journalist or an artist. However, in 

this thesis, I mainly refer to professionals. Critics are a classic example of a 

professional tastemaker in 

 society, whose official job arguably can be to guard aesthetic values “(…) of what is 

ʻgoodʼ and ʻbadʼ taste.” (Towse 2011, 139). 

Cultural intermediaries: I will make use of the term cultural intermediaries to describe 

the rather varied group of professionals who work in the creative industries with 

commercialising art. They are the link that connects the artist with the consumers. 

Cultural producer and the SOD tastemakers are in the group of cultural intermediaries. 

Delegate: The technical term used in the music industry, covering people working in 

the industry. It is comparable to the term colleague. 

Three-stage rocket dramaturgy: The description used to explain the model within 

which the jurors choose bands for SOD in Vienna. The first band should be easy 

listening music. The second category is for bands playing alternative music, and the 

third band must be capable of starting a party.    

Stakeholders: I make use to describe and frame the “groups who are vital to the 

survival and success of the corporation”. (Freeman 2004, 42). 

MXD: Music Export Denmark is a Danish organisation promoting Danish music outside 

of Denmark and the organisers of SPOT on Denmark. 

SOD: SPOT on Denmark is the cultural music export drive for Danish music 

AMX: Austrian Music Export is the Austrian equivalent of MXD.
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Introduction 
This master thesis investigates the strategy behind the Danish music organisation 

Music Export Denmarkʼs (MXD) export drive, the showcase concept: SPOT On 

Denmark (SOD). A strategy that MXD has utilised over 30 times in selected European 

territories/cities. It is based on a pull principle, which basically works by involving and 

empowering local cultural tastemakers (people who influence the choices and tastes of 

others and who possess great knowledge about the field) in the process of selecting 

which bands should play at the local showcase.  

The three overall purposes of including tastemakers in the a cultural production is to: 

 

• Reduce demand uncertainty of consumers. 

• Establish the brand name and to ensure recognition in the field. 

• Foster media attention. 

 

The thesis aims at theorising the SOD-case, in order to provide deduce useful 

knowledge and recommendations on how to make strategic use of tastemakers in 

cultural productions. Therefore, the thesis especially addresses and works from the 

point of view of cultural producers (managers of cultural events). The thesis will make 

use of a qualitative empirical investigation of the case. The author has gained empirical 

data from being in the field, first from a six months internship at MXD, later by collecting 

qualitative interviews with MXD staff and jury members/tastemakers. Since the case is 

a strategy consisting of many cases, I have chosen to investigate the SOD in Vienna. 

SOD in Vienna, because this edition is the most successful (counted in audience 

attendees), and has experienced an interesting development among the included 

tastemakers. 

 

Since I want to analyse and identify how MXD makes strategic use of tastemaker in 

relation to SOD, I will make use of the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieuʼs theories on 

cultural productions as a framework for this. Since the tastemakers, as a principle for 

the strategy, are unpaid, Bourdieuʼs alternative forms of capital: cultural, social and 

symbolic, will help to understand the motivations of the tastemakers when economic 

capital is not directly a motivator.  
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As a study object the case is a perfect strategy to analyse, since MXD has executed 

over 30 editions of it and the Vienna edition four times. This makes it possible to 

analyse the developments, which the MXD staff has experienced over time, and to 

point out the failures to avoid. For this purpose the thesis will make use of the 

methodology of critical realism, which will direct me to look at the time perspective of 

the strategy. 

 

My motivation to write the thesis derives from an idea, that the SOD-strategy not only 

can works in the music industry. I see the potential that the strategy of SOD can be of 

great inspiration for wide-ranging group cultural producers in the creative industries, 

when promoting and producing events. This especially concerns when working in a 

field (territory or/and art form) where the cultural producer lacks in experience and 

brand recognition.  

The advantages of the strategy is distinguished by being relatively cheap to implement, 

and also by demanding relatively few resources in work hours, measured in relation to 

the potential return. This is due to the principle, that the strategy is based on engaging 

the tastemakers in the production with the power to decide the artistic programme, and 

thereby motivate them to promote the event in their network, instead of using economic 

compensation as a motivator.  

 

With the above in mind, I will during the thesis investigate the following research 

question: 

 

Research question 
What can cultural producers learn from the strategy of SPOT On Denmark, in order to 

benefit from involving tastemakers as a strategic tool when promoting and producing 

cultural productions? 

 

The question will be investigated by looking at: 

• What characterises the perfect tastemaker, when considering their motivation for 

working and their position of influence in the creative industries? 

• How to manage the perfect tastemaker? 
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Limitations 
The thesis focuses on cultural productions, which includes not only the music industry, 

which is where the case is situated, but also other industries working with cultural 

productions such as, film, theatre, literature and cultural experiences. 

Cultural productions are: concerts, festivals, parties and literature readings etc.. The 

limitation I set with cultural productions, which this thesis does not apply directly to, is, 

for instance a single film projection in a cinema, or a regular concert. What makes a 

cultural production interesting in this context is when it is part of a bigger concept or 

initiative that experiment with approaching new target groups of artistic fields, in which 

the cultural producer lacks of experience and brand recognition. 

 

Strategic management of tastemakers most obvious relevant for cultural institutions like 

music venues, theatres, smaller festivals and events, but also cultural departments in 

embassies or others doing cultural activities with political aims, that includes trying to 

attract an audience. The strategy address small and medium size (in terms of budget 

and employees) organisations. Bigger organisations, might also be able to make use of 

it, however, I limit from these organisations, as the motivation aspect might change 

when the economic capital moves up in another scale than the case of SOD. 

 

The thesis does not empirically investigate the artistʼs perspective in the strategy, 

however one artist, who has played at SOD, has been interviewed. Instead focus will 

be on the cultural producerʼs perspective on how to involve tastemakers, but since the 

artists, communicative are a crucial element in the strategy, the artists influence will 

sporadically be broached. Furthermore, I limit the thesis from doing a wide-ranging 

stakeholder analysis (besides tastemaker and consumers), as the focus is not to make 

recommendations about SOD for MXD, but recommendations to cultural producers in a 

more general perspective. I also limit the thesis from doing an empirical consumer 

investigation, as this is too complex, however, the cultural consumerʼs trends are 

instead investigated from a theoretical perspective.  

 

As the thesis is build upon empirical data, that is attempt to be theorised, the findings 

must still be considered as made in a specific context that can question the usability if 

transferred to other contexts. The thesis is therefore meant is an inspiration of 

recommendations that cultural producers can adjust to their own project.     
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Reading the thesis 
When reading the thesis, the reader might notice how the thesis moves between using 

the empirical data as examples to support the following more generalising 

recommendation about strategic management of tastemakers. However, the thesis 

strives to end chapters with the theorised conclusions. The thesis is written from the 

perspective of the cultural producer, which forms the rhetoric, as the thesis deduces 

recommendations and considerations that the cultural producer should make. 

The thesis is designed in a classical disposition. It consists of five chapters: 1st chapter 

introduces the methodology, the research methods, and the empirical data. 2nd chapter 

of theory and analysis frames the field of the creative industries and the caseʼs position 

in this relation. 3rd chapter moves into a deeper investigation and analysis of the 

research question. 4th chapter a discussion of tastemakersʼ position between art and 

commerce will be made. Finally 5th chapter ends with a discussion of what difference 

tastemakers make. 

 

Introduction to Music Export Denmark and SPOT on Denmark 
For the better understanding of the case, i will in the following introduce the cultural 

producer which is the thesisʼ research object, the organisation Music Export Denmark, 

and their export drive, SPOT on Denmark. 

 

Music Export Denmark is an organisation founded in 2004 by a group of investors from 

the Danish music industry, in order to make a collective effort to promote Danish music 

in foreign countries. MXD is funded by a mix of public funds from the Danish Ministry of 

Culture – The Artʼs Council, and the groupʼs investors. In the latest reform in 2012, 

MXDʼs public support has been raised by 400.000 DKK, and currently amounts to 16 

million DKK for the period of the next 4 years. This money is only to be used for 

subsidy and is given on the conditions, that administration expenses are raised from 

the founding partners. (KUM – Musikhandlingsplan 2012). The founding partners are a 

joint venture between:  

• The Danish Rock counsel (ROSA);  

• Danish National Radio (DR);  

• Roskilde Festival (Venue Fonden);  

• The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI Denmark); 
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• The Danish independent labelsʼ association (DUP).  

 

MXD has three formulated fields of activity on their website: 

1. Administrating and granting transportation and PR subsidy to musicians, music 

manager, or the like. 

2. International projects like export drives such as SPOT on Denmark. 

3. Market Intelligence Systems. MXD produces knowhow articles for the music 

industry about different relevant topics. Also a huge data collecting system of 

Danish music export activities. (MXD 2013) 

 

SPOT On Denmark 

SOD is the export drive of MXD. It has since 2009 been executed in the cities of: 

Montreux (Switzerland), Hamburg, Cologne and Berlin (Germany), Vienna (Austria), 

and Brussels (Belgium). The concept has been changed and reshaped, but has mainly 

consisted of a so-called pull concept. MXD invites a strategically selected group of local 

music industry people from the given territory to the Danish festival for upcoming 

Danish and Scandinavian music, the SPOT Festival, with the purpose of picking 3-4 

bands that they would like to see at the SOD in their city.   

 

The main purpose of MXD and SOD 

Purpose: 

• Generate music export  

• Generate media attention to Danish music and culture 

• Create a brand of Danish music  

Key stakeholders: 

• The Danish Government represented by The Arts Council and The Danish 

Ministry of Culture 

• The group of founding partners 

• The music industry (Danish and foreign) 

• The jurors 

• The musicians 
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1. METHODOLOGY 
As my methodological framework for studying the SOD case and the surroundings of 

the creative industries, I will in the following present the theory of discourse - critical 

realism. Secondly I will introduce Pierre Bourdieuʼs theory of field analysis methods and 

his alternative forms of capital. Finally I will present my empirical research methods of 

organisational ethnography and qualitative semi-structured interviews together with a 

presentation of my empirical data. 

 

1.1 CRITICAL REALISM 

As my theory of science, I will make use of the theory of discourse: critical realism. 

Critical realism is an approach that provides ontological, epistemological, and 

methodological tools, in the aim of describing a complex overall understanding of a 

field. Critical realism as a theory of science will influence the whole setup of this thesis - 

from the structure to the conclusions.  

In general the trademark of a critical realist is that they are working with dualisms, not 

as dichotomies, but instead focusing on relations, interactions and dynamics between 

dualism and dichotomies (Buch-Hansen & Nielsen 2005). However, to explain a critical 

realistʼs perception on knowledge (epistemology) and reality (ontology), critical realists 

use the term of the transitive and the intransitive dimension. 

1.1.1 The transitive dimension  
The transitive dimension or epistemology is the knowledge that humans produce such 

as theories, paradigms, terms and descriptions. It is the raw material of the scientist 

(ibid.). The production of knowledge is therefore a human activity in a social context. 

Because knowledge is a human creation, critical realists argue that this knowledge is 

also imperfect, as knowledge is never definitive. We constantly redefine our knowledge 

based on earlier theories. 

1.1.2 The intransitive dimension 
The intransitive dimension, or the ontology, concerns the objects in reality, which the 

sciences produce knowledge about. Reality exists (at a certain time) independently of 

the knowledge about it. A description of the ontology of the field of interest is crucial to 
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understand the potential causalities of the field (Bourdieuʼs field analysis will be used 

here). For this description the critical realist stratifies the ontology into three: 1) 

Empirical observations and 2) Actual events (which includes my interviews and 

ethnographic methods). These two levels can enable a third and deeper level of 

understanding consisting of structures and mechanisms that again is built on earlier 

theory. It is deeper level of understanding, the critical realist seek. (Jespersen in 

Fuglsang & Bitsch 2004). 

 

1.1.3 Critical realism and retroduction 
The analytical method of critical realism is influenced and determined by the specific 

ontology of the research field. As mentioned before, critical realists combine apparent 

dichotomies, since they seek to find the complementary element within. Therefore they 

combine the induction and deduction modes of reasoning into retroduction (also known 

as abduction) (Buch-Hansen & Nielsen 2005). Is a result, there is no predetermined 

analysis method, but the method is instead formed by the research fieldʼs ontology. 

This means that by retroduction, the researcher must argue for the nature of the 

chosen methods in relation to the research field, in order to validate the method. The 

methods are therefore determined by the context of the research field.  

 

Retroduction is a form of conclusion that enables us to go from the empirical and actual 

level to a deeper level where the structures and mechanisms of the phenomenon are 

situated. Retroduction changes the focus of the researcher from the conclusion to the 

premises that give the conclusion, because finding the premises require investigating 

the deeper level and the causalities of the research field, which is so crucial in critical 

realism (Buch-Hansen & Nielsen 2005). 

 

1.1.4 Case study research in critical realism 
The thesis is built on a case, which is a strategy that in its basic elements has been 

developed and executed over 30 times at different locations. This means that the case 

consists of several cases. These cases are all unique, but with certain structures that 

are replicated. It is the possibility to spot the replicated structures that work that makes 

the SOD strategy relevant as a study object. The SOD case therefore offers a great 
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foundation to do a critical generalisation of my empirical data. The theory of critical 

realism will help to cope and validate with findings. As a big part of this thesis consists 

of empirical data (interviews and ethnographic research) and my research goal is to 

theorise the case as much as possible within the caseʼs limits, it is important for the 

verification of my findings, that I consider how to convert empirical data into theory. 

  

It is quite typical to divide case studies into the categories of intensive and extensive. 

An intensive case study aims at giving a detailed and full description by focusing on 

“(…) individual agents in context using interviews, ethnography and qualitative 

analysis”. The researcher looks at what produces change and studies “causal groups, 

produces causal explanations which are, however, limited to the situation studied so 

that testing is by corroboration.” (Easton 2010, 123) 

An extensive case study aims at creating new or expanding existing theory by “ (…) 

mapping common patterns across cases and e.g. by studying several individuals as 

instruments in the study” (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008, 118). 

 

However, I will argue that my methodology of critical realism makes a complimentary 

use of intensive and extensive case research possible, which Geoff Easton also 

supports with the following quote in his article: Critical Realism in Case Study 

Research: 

 

From a critical realist perspective, expansion and generalisation come from 

identifying the deep processes at work under contingent conditions via 

particular mechanisms. A causal explanation in a single case must be based 

upon a theory structured in terms of what comprises a critical realist causal 

explanation. The best explanation, that is the one most consistent with the data, 

is what is being sought (Easton 2010, 126). 

 

This means that critical realism in case study research makes me capable of combining 

intensive and extensive case studies, as critical realism both acknowledges the rich 

empirically based description of the case, which the intensive case study seeks, and at 

the same time acknowledges the importance of localising the overall structures of 

society, that the extensive case study includes. 
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1.1.5 Agency/structure-dualism – Relations analysed over time 
The critical realist understand the social society as consisting of levels of agents and 

structures. One of the founders of critical realism the theorist Magaret Archer, wants to 

emphasise that agents and structures are each otherʼs components, and wants to point 

the relevance of studying and analysing the interplay of agents and structures that 

happens over time, as Archer also argues that analysing a fieldsʼ agents and structures 

 

 (…) empowers us to analyse the processes by which structure and agency 

shape and re-shape one another over time and to explain variable outcomes at 

different times (Archer et al. 1998, 203). 

 

This is due to the constantly developing interplay between agents and structures, which 

the emergence relation creates. 

Archer explains the interplay with three phases consisting of never ending cycles of:  

(1) Structural conditioning (2) Social interaction (3) Structural elaboration. 

 
Figure inspired by Archer (1998, 375) 

The structural conditions (T1) refer to, the fact that the agents will be confronted with 

existing structures, which will influence them, also if they do not know of the structures. 

E.g. if you do something illegal without knowing it, it is still illegal. However, these 

social structures are a product of human activity. The social structures are kept alive by 

a bunch of positions, which are occupied by agents. These structural positions are 

created by the agentsʼ interests, resources, limitations, and authority, which again 

motivates the agents to keep the structures, however the structures do not determine 
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the acts of the agent, but reduce the space of action. I will make use of this idea for 

instance when analysing the relations between tastemakers and MXD staff, in 

accordance with the structures in the field of creative industries.  

Social interaction (T2-T3) is therefore based on structural conditions, but never 

determined by structures. Through the time of social interaction between T2 to T3, 

agents have the possibility to influence the structures with their unique features, 

particular to each individual. The features make it possible to break the structures.  

Structural elaboration (T4) is what happens when the social interaction influences the 

former structures, which, from the beginning, were influencing the social interactions. 

Thereby a new circle is created, and another begins. 

1.1.6 How critical realism influences the thesis 
That Iʼm making use of critical realism as a discourse for my methodology can be seen 

throughout the thesis. Using the critical realistsʼ approach will make it possible to 

convert the view of dualisms as counteracting each other into something that 

compliments each other. This makes it a constructive approach to analysing dualisms, 

as it might unearth useful synergies, instead of seeing dualisms as uncompromising 

dichotomies. This will especially be useful in the field of the creative industries, where 

art and commerce is a typical dualism.  

 

The retroductive analytical method makes my research question possible to 

investigate, as it legitimises an analytical method that is shaped by the context or the 

field of research. This means that because of the retroductive method, I am capable of 

mixing what normally is characterised as an intensive and an extensive case study, 

respectively, since critical realists want the context of the research field to form and 

decide what is the best analytical method. Critical realists seek to find the underlying 

structures and mechanisms that can explain the potential causalities of the field, which 

requires the analytical flexibility. 

 

The agency/structure-dualism is a relevant approach, not only to analyse the different 

positions of the agents and their relations to each other, but also to understand the 

circumstances/structures they interact within. Archerʼs awareness of the time aspect in 

social relations will in the analysis of the agents in the thesis (tastemakers and MXD 

staff) contribute with a relevant perspective. Because the thesis is on a strategy that 
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works and has been developed with time, this perspective is extremely important to 

include. This will be seen later in the thesis, where the time perspective is included and 

reveals essential points. 

 

In order to find these structures and mechanisms that are placed in the interplay of the 

agentsʼ positions, which can explain the potential causalities, I have found the French 

sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu's studies relevant to include. This is, among other reasons, 

due to his theories of field analysis.  

 

RESEARCH METHODS 

1.2 Bourdieu - theory of field analysis 

In order to practice my critical realism methodology, I will make use of the French 

sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1931-2002). His studies of the social society will constitute 

the analytical framework for the thesis. This especially concerns understanding the field 

of research (the music industry and creative industries) and furthermore the agents 

within this field I study (the tastemakers, consumers, and MXD staff). It will also help to 

understand that what happens in the relation between the field and the agents. In that 

way, it will enable me to get closer to the deeper level of structures and mechanisms, 

which critical realism seeks to reach.  

 

In the following I will give an insight into Bourdieuʼs most used terms and theories, 

which will influence and direct me in my analysis of strategic management of cultural 

tastemakers.  

1.2.1. The field of cultural production and forms of capital 
Bourdieu has, in his book The Field of Cultural Production (1993b), investigated the 

French literary and artistic fields. However his understanding of culture is very broad 

(Hesmondhalgh 2006). I see many similarities in his work that can be useful in order to 

understand the field of the music industry, as they are all placed in the creative 

industries and is within Bourdieuʼs research field of interest. For a better understanding 

of this chapter, I also think it is important to refer to the definition of a production as I 

make use of it. A cultural production is when art is transformed into a social 

phenomenon, e.g. a concert or an article. A cultural producer is a person who makes 
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the transformation possible and thereby adds value to the artwork. Cultural producers 

are situated in the category I call: cultural intermediaries, journalist, venue managers, 

art traders and theatre managers.  

 

Bourdieu uses the term field to describe and systematise social arenas, in which the 

social practice of agents works. He says, that a field is only a field when it is proven 

that something is at stake for the agents. For that to happen the agents must therefore 

agree or share the same view of what is at stake and what has value. Bourdieu argues, 

that the field of cultural productions is characterised by a struggle among agents to be 

in the position where they have the monopoly of power to legitimate and give value to 

certain cultural productions and products (Bourdieu 1993a; 1993b). E.g. being in 

position to determine music as good or bad. There is by Bourdieuʼs words “ (…) an 

interest in disinterestedness” (Bourdieu 1993b, 20), which means, being in a position 

where oneʼs statements are recognised as objective and truthful. Warde (2011) points 

out and adds, that not only agents, but also the institutions that the agent might be 

connected to, are important to include in an analysis of an agents position in a social 

arena. This will become relevant when I, later on, analyse the tastemakerʼs form of 

capitals (social, cultural, and symbolic), as their place of work also possess great 

influence on their position. 

 

To understand what the agents are competing for in the social arena, when economic 

capital is not the apparent motivation, Bourdieu introduces some alternative forms of 

capital, than economic, which is: cultural, social, and symbolic capitals. These non-

financial forms of capital, constitute a useful approach to understand the what the 

struggle is about in the creative industries, where extrinsic motivation (i.e. money, 

contracts, incentives) not always is only motivator (Lorenzen & Frederiksen 2005).  

Bourdieu defines capital in his article The Forms of Capital as:  

 

(...) accumulated labor (in its materialized form or its “incorporated,” embodied 

form) which, when appropriated on a private, i.e., exclusive, basis by agents or 

groups of agents, enables them to appropriate social energy in the form of 

reified or living labor. (Bourdieu 2008, 280). 

  

This means that the agent must invest time, money, work, and energy in order to profit 
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from it later on (Scott 2012). I will in the following present the different forms of 

alternative capitals.  

 

1.2.1.1 Cultural capital 
Cultural capital is a specific cultural competence or knowledge, which can be a 

resource under the right social circumstances. Cultural capital is acquired in three 

forms. The first is the embodied state, which is agentsʼ specific knowledge and 

dispositions (i.e. language or handcraft) on a certain field, which can help the agent 

achieve more prestige and status in the abovementioned struggle and later on, under 

the right circumstances, be transformed into economic capital (Bourdieu 2008). This is 

for instance education, or personal experiences. The second is the objectified state, 

consisting of cultural goods that can be consumed like, clothes, books, painting, music, 

film, and theatre plays. This has a symbolic and economic value. Thirdly, the 

institutionalised state, which refers to the scarcity of the accumulated material and 

symbolic dispositions. For instance, being the only one to capable to read in an illiterate 

society, or the guaranties of a job and salary with a certain education, or more relevant 

to this case; having comprehensive expertise on new Danish music in a territory, that 

likes Danish music. Bourdieu suggests that: “A work of art has meaning and interest 

only for someone who possesses the cultural competence, that is, the code, into which 

it is encoded” (Bourdieu 1984, 2). In this matter cultural capital becomes an aesthetic 

competence, which only those with the right cultural education and experiences have 

access to and understand the meaning of. For instance, the more classical music and 

composers you have listened to, the more refined your ability to understand it and 

appreciate it. This means, that the appreciation level of art increases the more time you 

invest in consuming it. Caves develops this, further on, with the term cultural 

consumption capital (Caves 2000, 176).  

 

1.2.1.2 Social capital 
Social capital refers to the potential resources an agent can get out of the social 

networks, the agent is a part of, or has a connection to. This includes not only family 

relations, but also being a member of a group with a collectively owned capital such as 

institutions, friends, or workplace. The amount of social capital an agent can have is 

influenced by the other capitals (economic, cultural or symbolic) that the agent 
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possesses. Social capital is a relevant resource to include, in order to analyse the 

potential usability of an agent. The possibility of profiting from oneʼs social capital 

increases with the amount of economic and cultural capital one has. (Bourdieu 2008, 

286f). Social capital becomes interesting in a marketing and PR context, as social 

capital indicates the competencies to reach many people, which is crucial to their 

value. Therefore social capital becomes relevant for a cultural producer to consider, 

when using tastemakers as a tool for promotion. 

 

1.2.1.3 Symbolic capital, rules of capital conversion, and doxa 
Symbolic capital is the ability to convert capital to other forms of value and is another 

form of capital, which the agents can possess. In cultural productions it refers to the 

resources available to an agent, which depends on prestige or status, in relation to 

other agents in a certain field (Bourdieu 1993b).  

 

Symbolic capital is to be understood as economic or political capital that is 

disavowed, misrecognized and thereby recognized, hence legitimate, a ʻcreditʼ 

which, under certain conditions, and always in the long run, guarantees 

ʻeconomicʼ profits (ibid., 75). 

 

In addition to this, Bourdieu argues that symbolic capital is about creating a name that 

is known and recognised. Having a high degree of symbolic capital can give the agent 

the power to legitimise culture. Meaning, for instance, being in a position to decide 

what cultural goods or persons to be consecrated as legitimate and thereby transfer 

value to them. 

 

Bourdieu sees the social society as a field of social classes, who struggle for status 

and the power to decide what is legitimate culture or high culture (Warde 2010). 

Bourdieu argues, that culture, which is legitimised by, and therefore has its origin in the 

dominating classes, will slowly be popularised down the system of less capital rich 

classes. This explains how agents from dominant classes (people with high amounts of 

the forms of capital) automatically become tastemakers (Bourdieu 1984). 

Bourdieu calls the position, where a person has the power to legitimise culture, 

symbolic violence. Having this dominant position requires a high amount of symbolic 
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capital, and gives the power to wield symbolic violence, which is crucial for an agent in 

the cultural field to possess, as this means survival (Bourdieu 1993b). An agent, who is 

in a position to determine or influence societyʼs view on high culture, is more likely to 

convert his immaterial capitals to economic capital. E.g. the more access a radio host 

has to new unpublished music, the more prestige he/she gets from being the first to 

play the potential new star (if this is the purpose of the radio show), and may convert 

this to economic capital in the form of air play. 

 

Bourdieu uses the art trader to describe how this person can bring commercial value to 

art by promoting and setting it into the market. By this, the art trader invests his 

accumulated prestige/symbolic capital by proclaiming the quality of the work. However, 

important to notice, the investment can also go wrong if the work does not reach the 

“cycle of consecration” (Bourdieu 1993b), in other words, if the field does not agree on 

the quality of the work. 

 

Agents can invest their capitals (as in the economic logics) in order to transform them 

into other capitals. Under the right circumstances and with a great effort an agent can 

transform economic to social capital, social to cultural, cultural to economic and 

economic to symbolic etc. The potential to convert one form of capital into another are 

what create the dynamics in the social systems and in the particular field of the creative 

industries. It is a fight within the social arena for positioning oneself as the one with the 

monopoly of wielding legitimate symbolic violence. However, capitals are only relevant 

to agents if the agent has the possibility to convert the capital in his field. According to 

Bourdieu this means that the agents within the social arena share the same interest of 

the field and therefore agree on a set of rules in the fight for the power of the field. 

Bourdieu defines this as the doxa of the field, which more precisely is the tacit rules of 

the field, which is being taken for granted by the agents (Bourdieu 1993a).   

 

In order to have an efficient symbolic capital, Bourdieu states, that sincerity is a 

precondition. To achieve sincerity the relation between the cultural producer and the 

artist most be an authentic match in order to convince the consumer of the quality of 

the product. The same is true for tastemakers. They both earn their symbolic capital, by 

being a reliable provider of quality culture. This will be tested when analysing the SOD-

jurors, as a typical paradox of the creative industries is to balance art and commerce. 
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1.2.2 Habitus 
One of Bourdieuʼs elementary (and also most discussed) terms is habitus. It describes 

the relation between the objective structures in social society and how the agent 

subjectively responds to these. It refers both to the individualʼs mental dispositions, and 

how earlier experiences are related to the body and to the individualʼs position 

(Bourdieu 1993a).  

To analyse a personʼs habitus is a way to understand how personhood is formed and 

also to understand why people act as they do. An analysis can be done by looking at 

the agentʼs social and cultural background, which also can be expressed by the views 

and lifestyles of agents. This makes habitus describe how culture is internalised in the 

individualʼs views and acts, by relating to what people do, understood from the situation 

and field they are acting in (Warde 2011). 

 

Making an analysis of the agentʼs habitus is important in order to understand why and 

how the agents (mainly the tastemakers in question) act as they do. In the thesis I will 

not make use of the term habitus, but instead use the awareness of habitus, when 

analysing the complex motivations and lifestyle of tastemakers and cultural 

intermediaries. 

 

1.2.3 Bourdieuʼs terms converted to thesis  
I will use Bourdieuʼs terms and methods for the purpose of organising and giving 

direction to my analysis of the field of cultural production, and also to make an analysis 

of the agents in question (tastemakers, MXD staff and consumers), their capabilities, 

competences, wants, and fights. He extracts some overall perceptions of the field of 

cultural production, especially about the struggle for the monopoly to legitimate culture, 

which is useful in this relation. 

 

Seen from a cultural producersʼ perspective(in this case MXD),  an estimation of a 

tastemakersʼ cultural capital can give an idea of the personʼs professional skills, cultural 

consumption capital, and knowhow in the field, when choosing a band to play at a 

showcase. Social capital gives an idea of the possible consumer reach of the 

tastemaker, which is important in a marketing perspective. Estimating Symbolic capital 

can explain the overall power of the tastemaker within the field.  
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Furthermore, the concepts of cultural and social forms of capital can be used to explain 

what cultural producers can offer the tastemakers, when money is not included as an 

option.  

 

1.2.3.1 Limitation and critique of Bourdieu 
Bourdieuʼs concepts of habitus, field and forms of capital was primarily made to 

analyse the education system, demonstrate how the taste and cultural capital capacity 

from childhood homes influences the pupilsʼ later possibilities in life, and how this, in 

spite of a more democratic education system, continuously reproduces social inequality 

(Warde 2011). 

  

However, my aim is different as I make use of an analysis of agentʼs habitus to form an 

instant understanding of, why the tastemakers act as they do, their motivations for 

working, and how their lifestyle influence their work and vice versa. I do not pay much 

attention to how their personhood is formed by their sociocultural background, like a 

classic habitus analysis would require (ibid.). Doing this would be too complex, and 

uncertain what would bring to my understanding. Instead I limit my habitus analysis of 

the tastemakers to focus on observations and interviews of how they appear and how 

their job influences on their appearance and position in the social arena. 

 

Ward (2010) argues, that: “The cultural stage is now so different, cultural boundaries so 

blurred, breached even inverted, that the fundamental architecture of his (Bourdieu) 

account has become obsolete” (2010, 84). By this meaning, that the homology 

between taste and class has blurred since Bourdieu made his studies, and therefore 

harder to distinct. This might have a relation to the instability of cultural goodsʼ symbolic 

meaning. An agent today can easier vary between several groupings of taste. 

Therefore, looking at the motivation for working and the present lifestyle are sufficient 

for my habitus analysis, as is it more flexible for changes and variables in taste 

formation and lifestyle approaches. Critical realism supports moderation of analysis 

theory, by stating that the analysis must be formed by the caseʼs unique form.  
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1.3 Empirical research methods 

In my collection of empirical data (primary data), I have collected many experiences 

from being in the field researching and spending time with my informants. This includes 

a half-year internship at MXD, interviews with jury-members and MXD staff, and 

observations of and participation in different SPOT On Denmark showcases and other 

network events. As the thesis investigates a strategy, which is implemented in several 

different cases, I include secondary data consisting of various narratives from articles 

and photos provided by the relevant SOD showcases, especially the Vienna edition, 

which I have found to be of most interest, and which I went on a study trip to in order to 

interview present and former jurors.   

 

I will in the following present and argue for my research methods of:  

1) Ethnography and 2) Qualitative semi structured interviews.  

This is followed by a presentation of my empirical data to be used in the thesis.  

 

1.3.1 Ethnographic field research 
I include ethnographic research of the field, as an empirical method, in order to 

legitimate and explain my experiences in the field, mainly my internship at MXD in the 

period between August 2012 – February 2013, is relevant in this matter and provided 

me with important insight; as the aim for an ethnographer is: “(…) to observe how 

people interact with each other and with their environment in order to understand their 

culture” (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008, 138).  

Furthermore, an ethnographer aims to get the emic perspective, or the insiderʼs view 

(ibid), which can be reached by participation in, and observation of the field. Daniel 

Neyland states that the strengths of ethnographic research lies in how it. 

 

(…) can be strongly participative, allowing for members of groups to comment 

on the data and data gathering as it occurs.(…) these strengths can be 

augmented by a translation of this in-depth data into practical 

recommendations. It is claimed these recommendations are particularly robust 

as they are developed in tandem with local members. (Neyland 2008, 2) 
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This means that ethnographic research will influence my research method, by 

encouraging me to include my interviewees in the hypotheses, in order to test them, 

and maybe reach a deeper level of understanding. In order to get the required in-depth 

data that enables me to give a full description of the structures and mechanisms of the 

SOD-strategy, the internship at MXD has in practice functioned as a gateway to the 

field. I have used the staff of MXD to discuss my observations and findings, in my 

attempt to create recommendations/generalisations that might be of use for other 

cultural producers and managers.  

 

1.3.2 Events in field research  
On the basis of narratives from MXD-staff, I have decided to focus on the SPOT On 

Denmark in Vienna. SOD in Vienna works as a prime example to reach success with 

this strategy. The showcase has an interesting history of development to investigate; 

both when it comes to the yearly increasing audience attendance, but also on the 

changes and development the jury group are making this case particularly worth 

analysing. 

 

Since I have not been able to observe and participate in the SOD in Vienna, which 

definitely would have been preferable, I argue that my experiences from field research 

at the SOD in Cologne and the similar MXD arranged showcase “The Danish Night” in 

Hamburg (Field descriptions of both events are in the appendix) are relevant to include 

in the description and investigation of the strategy. I will in the following give a specific 

description of the case of focus: SOD –Vienna to give the reader a detailed 

understanding of the case.  

 

1.3.2.1 Description of SPOT On Denmark - Vienna 
Based on a collection of different kinds of narratives from articles, and photos from the 

SOD in Vienna, I present a description of the physical event, as is has developed over 

four years.  

 

SPOT On Denmark in Vienna has been executed four times, every year in February 

since 2010. The first two years, it was held at a venue called B72, which fits 250 
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people. Both editions were close to sold out. The latest two editions were moved to a 

bigger venue: WUK, which fits 600 people. In 2012, approximately 400 people 

attended, and in 2013, 600 people filled the building (Binger 2013). 

INK MUSIC has been the local production partner for all four editions. The jury group 

has over the years had some replacements and changed in numbers, however a core 

consisting of Hannes Tschürtz (INK), Babsi Steiner (INK), Manuel Fronhofer (The 

Gap), and Andreas Gstettner (FM4). Being a SOD juror includes being invited to the 

SPOT Festival in Aarhus in May to choose the bands to play at SOD in Vienna in the 

following February.  

 
Prior to the concerts at SOD, MXD invites the Danish and Austrian music industry to 

meet for a networking/ʻspeed-dating-dinnerʼ, where everybody changes seats every 

course. The participants can prior to the dinner request to meet with their preferred 

partners. 

Picture 0 Networking dinner SOD Vienna 2013 

 

Picture 0 The 600 attendees at SOD - Vienna 2013 
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SOD typically consists of three concerts of approximately 45 min each, which in the 

latest editions have been planned so they develop in tempo during the evening. First 

an easy listening act (i.e. Broken Twin 2013). Then a more experimental indie-band 

(i.e. Eclectic Moniker 2013). And ending up with a more danceable band (i.e. 

Rangleklods 2013). I have named this dramaturgy the Three-stage rocket. The 

concerts are . 

 

After the SPOT Festival, the Vienna jury meet, vote and discuss the bands they have 

experienced. They try to find bands that fit into the three described categories.  

 
Picture 3 From left: Rangleklods, Broken Twin, Eclectic Moniker, SOD –Vienna 2013  
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1.3.3 Qualitative Interviews 
Doing interviews with the people who are implicated in the case is the best way for me 

to get specific knowledge, to be analysed and potentially generalised into theory, as the 

strategy most be considered unique in its whole. 

 

The interviews I have made are all semi-structured, which means, that I wanted them 

to be guided by the thesisʼ research question, but still taking the intervieweeʼs 

dispositions into consideration. I have been inspired by Steinar Kvaleʼs metaphor about 

viewing the interviewer as a traveller. An epistemologically perception of knowledge 

production being constructed in the interview process, contrasting to what Kvale calls 

the miner, where the process is seen as a objective collection of data. The traveller 

explores the field and interacts with the agents within, and is not afraid of using and 

testing experiences from one interview to another, which both can affect the 

researcher, but also the intervieweeʼs perception of things (Kvale 1996). The travellerʼs 

approach fits my methodology of the ethnographer by making sure that I do not take 

anything for granted. It also fits well with the ideas of critical realism about knowledge 

as being continuously changed from social interaction. In practice I have made use of 

the traveller approach, by not being afraid of referring to previous interviews if they 

bring an interesting perspective to the interview. 

 

On this basis, I will present my collected interviews.    

1.3.4 Presentation of the collected interviews  
I have for my empirical research made 11 semi-structured interviews that will support 

my experiences from the internship. I will organise my interviews in four categories:  

 

1. MXD staff (three interviews),  

2. Jury members (seven interviews),  

3. Austrian Music Export (one interview, two persons), and  

 

My strategy behind the interviews has been influenced by the ethnographic iterative 

method and Kvaleʼs explorative traveller metaphor. However, I wanted to have an 

overall interview strategy where MXD was included in the very beginning of the process 

of the thesis, functioning as a forward leading beacon, followed by interviews with 
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SOD-jurors, and then including MXD again, in order to comment and discuss on my 

findings, as in accordance with what ethnographic research recommends.  

The majority of the interviews are recorded. However, some of the juror interviews were 

made with notes, due to the different demanding circumstances. I have only roughly 

transcribed the interviews (mainly for my own benefit), but for reference I have attached 

the recordings on a CD, together with the rough transcription.  

 

For practical reasons, I will in the following present the interviews to give an overview 

and description of the people and their organisations that are being referred to in the 

thesis. Besides, I will present the rationale behind choosing them as informers. The 

number indicates the order in which the interviews were made, however grouping the 

interviewees makes more sense when presented. 

 

1.3.4.1 MXD employees 
In general, the three interviews are focused on discussing the MXD employeesʼ 

experiences with SOD and especially the strategic aspects. The MXD employees are 

essential informants and partners, because of their practical expertise, and furthermore 

because they constitute the position for which the thesis aims at creating knowledge 

for. The interviews are characterised by testing and validating hypothesis. 

 

Anders Meisner (1) 

1st of March 2013, Copenhagen, private location. (recorded) 

The first interview in the series was with MXD project manager Anders Meisner, who 

has arranged several SOD showcases around Europe. The interview was focused on 

learning about his experiences with the strategic management of the jury members, as 

he, as a project manager, is in close contact with the jurors. 

 

Thomas Rohde (10) 

2nd of May 2013. Aarhus, Radisson Blu Hotel. (recorded) 

After the interviews with the Vienna jurors, I interviewed the CEO of MXD during SPOT 

Festival. As CEO, Rohde is the person, who decides what SOD initiatives and 

strategies to implement or not. This interview was structured to test my hypothesis and 
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experiences, made from my study trip to Vienna. The interview mainly concerned the 

economic perspectives and strategic motivational aspects of his own employees. 

 

Christian Hald Buhl (11)  

4th of May 2013, Aarhus, City Sleep In. (recorded) 

Buhl has been a project manager and consultant for MXD and been one of the main 

designers and developers of the SOD-strategy. He is now partner in a music agency 

company. For this reason, he is a key informant. He has been involved in every aspect 

of building the strategy. Besides, he added a more detailed and cynical approach to 

stakeholder involvement into the strategy. 

 

1.3.4.2 Jurors 
I chose to go to Vienna to interview current, but also former, SOD-jury members, as the 

SOD in Vienna is the most successful of all the SOD showcases, when measured in 

audience attendance, and also because of a hypothesis that the jury group had an 

interesting development in their dynamics to study. I find successful cases more fruitful 

and relevant than less successful to study.  

 

The interviews were made from a similar semi-structured style, with premade topics I 

would like to get around. The topics are inspired and directed by Bourdieuʼs ideas of 

capital and field. I wanted the jurors to: 

1) Identify their companyʼs and/or their own position and power on the Austrian 

music market, in order to estimate their different capital. 

2) Argue about their motivations for being a SOD-juror, in order to get an idea of 

the struggle they might be in. 

3) Explain their personal speculations behind their selection of bands and also 

how they agree on the selected bands, in order to investigate the dynamics and 

position of the jury group. 

 

I will in the following present the profiles of the interviewed jurors and their company.  
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Presentation of jury members and their place of work 

 

ORF 

Two jurors are from the online department of the national broadcasting company ORF 

(Österreichischer Rundfunk). This department, orf.at, is the biggest online media in 

Austria with 565,000 daily unique users (Friis 2012). ORF also operates a radio 

department, in which FM4 is the radio station for alternative music.  

 

Simon Hadler (2) 

4th of April 2013. Vienna, ORF Headquarters (field notes). 

- Hadler is a cultural editor / journalist at orf.at,  

- He has been a jury member one time (2012) 

- When selecting the band he keeps in mind that they should fit the Austrian audienceʼs 

taste, but also a band, which can be turned into an interesting story that can earn 

clicks. 

 

Gerald Heidegger (3) 

4th of April 2013. Vienna, ORF Headquarters (recorded). 

• Editor in chief at orf.at. 

• Been a jury member in Vienna for three editions. 

• He is crazy about Danish and also Scandinavian culture and spends his 

holidays in Denmark and went to Aarhus not only to write about music but also 

about the city of Aarhus. 

• He selects bands that he finds uncommon, or with certain energy and with a 

story to tell, more than he considers if the bands will fit the SOD-audience. 

 

Andreas Gstettner (8) 

8th of April 2013, Vienna, Funkhaus (recorded). 

Radio host at the national radio broadcasting station for alternative music called FM4, 

which is under ORF. 

• He has been a juror for all four editions, and has now for the first time also been 

working as a curator for the Spot festival. 

• He wants to select bands with his heart, but with the Austrians in mind. 

• He feels it is his call to present good new music to people. 
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INK MUSIC 

A Vienna based music agency, dealing with many different aspects within the music 

industry, like concert promotion and production, booking, label, PR, and 

synchronisation business. INK MUSIC has been involved as a partner from the very 

beginning. For this reason, Ink is the only party paid among the jurors. They are paid to 

do promotion, communication, and production.  

 

Hannes Tschürtz (4) 

4th of April 2013, Vienna, Music club B72. (Field notes) 

CEO and founder of INK MUSIC. 

• Functions as main contact person for MXD of the jury members during all four 

SOD editions and is very strategically reflected and involved. 

• Wants to select bands that fit into a three-stage rocket dramaturgy. 

• Is a businessman 

 

Babsi Steiner (7) 

8th of April, Vienna, Café (recorded). 

Former PR manager at INK MUSIC 

• Jury member for all four editions. 

• Very familiar with the SOD strategy and the practical production issues, as she 

was handling the PR strategy. 

 

Holger Fleischmann (5) 

5th of April 2013, Vienna. Die Presse head quarters (recorded). 

A music and culture journalist at Die Presse, which is respected as the most serious 

newspaper in Austria. Die Presse has a weekly section on the creative industries. 

• Jury member for only one edition (2012) 

• Was interested in writing a story about MXDʼs work on music export. 

• Selected bands according to his own liking and not to fit the SOD concept. 

• Did not get any of his favourite bands at SOD. 

 

Manuel Fronhofer (6) 

5th of April 2013, Vienna, café (recorded). 
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Music editor at the biggest culture magazine in Austria - The Gap. Chief of 

communications of the Austrian equivalent to SPOT known as Vienna Waves. Runs a 

small record label. 

• Has been a jury member for all four editions in Vienna. 

• He strives to be professional, and put away personal taste, when selecting the 

bands for SOD. Wants the bands to fit into the three-stage rocket dramaturgy. 

• He is a music nerd who likes to explore new music. 

 

Austria Music Export (AMX) (9) 

Tatjana Domany and Franz Hergovich 

8th of April 2013, Vienna, AMXʼs office. (Recorded) 

The Austrian counterpart to MXD is called Austria Music Export. I interviewed them, as 

they openly have proclaimed that they tend to copy the SOD-strategy (Friis 2012b). 

The interview created great input to understand what circumstances must be 

considered when starting up this strategy. 

 

1.4 Sub-conclusion 
In the aim of investigating how a cultural producer can make strategic use of 

tastemakers, my methodology of the critical realistʼs, the research methods of 

Bourdieu, and my empirical data from ethnography and qualitative interviews 

constitutes the foundation that makes this thesis possible.  

 

Critical realism has directed the thesis to focus on analysing interplay between the 

agents (MXD staff, tastemakers, consumers) and the surrounding structures 

influencing the agents. The critical realist analyses the social relations over time, which 

is essential when analysing the SOD-strategy, as it has developed over several 

editions, and as I will argue, is not a static strategy. 

 

To help analyse the relations between the agents and the field they act within, Pierre 

Bourdieu contributes with some useful theory of methods and terms. He argues, that a 

field is defined by the agentsʼ struggle for position, but a struggle, which is only 

meaningful if they share the same values, a state he names doxa. He furthermore adds 
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the alternative forms of capital (social, cultural, symbolic) to describe the field of cultural 

production, when the struggle for positions not directly concerns economic logics. 

 

The methodology of critical realism and the methods of Bourdieu have again directed 

me in my empirical data collection, when doing ethnographic research and when 

formulating my qualitative interviews. Ethnographic research is chosen as it takes the 

emic perspective and continuously test hypothesis in tandem with the informants, 

which makes it appropriate for doing valid recommendations and generalisations.  

 

I will in the following make a description of the field that the SOD-case is situated in, 

and support my empirical data with theory from the creative industries.  
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2. THEORY AND ANALYSIS 

2.1 Field description and theory of the creative industries 

In the following section I will point out some relevant characteristics of the creative 

industries to have as a foundation for understanding and describing the field that MXD 

works within when arranging SOD.  

 

• First, I will deal with the consumers and their demand uncertainty, and how this 

influences the relevance of making strategic use of tastemakers? This includes an 

evaluation of SODʼs basic strategy of “pull” and the counterpart “push”. 

• Secondly, I will investigate how people who works in the creative industries are 

motivated, in order to understand the incentive the tastemakers have to work 

underpaid, or for free. 

 

I will finish every subject with a closer contextualisation of how MXD makes strategic 

use of the different structures and mechanisms that are at work in the creative 

industries. 

 

2.1.1 Demand uncertainty from consumers and organising for this  
The creative industries are characterised by highly uncertain consumer demand. It is 

simply hard to predict how popular a certain product or event will turn out to be. Caves 

(2000) has explained this as the nobody knows property and Hesmondhalgh (2013) 

talks about the creative industries as a risky business. However, organisations in the 

creative industry have shaped their structure in order to survive the highly uncertain 

demand. This is also the case with SOD. 

 

The SOD case exemplifies how the creative industries are characterised by a tendency 

to be organised into projects, as projects are an easy way to do product innovation and 

it allows for open-ended innovation and experimentation. A necessary organisation 

form, in the search for fulfilling the consumersʼ demands.  
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Lorenzen and Frederiksen (2005) distinguish two typical ways in the creative industries 

to develop products, both of which describe the challenges and structure of SOD. 

 

The first possibility is to do product customisation, which “(…) takes place when unique 

first-time solutions are developed to meet the specific demands of a client” (Lorenzen & 

Frederiksen 2005, 200). This describes the task and challenge for MXD when 

establishing itself in a market where they have no knowledge of the local music taste, 

or a brand to rely on.  

The second possibility is to develop products that differentiate from the existing on the 

market. This refers to how products in the creative industries constantly replace new 

versions of the old formats like: concert formats, film stories, etc. To lower demand 

uncertainty product differentiation “(…) satisfies similar consumer demands as 

incumbent products by almost full substitution” (ibid.). This reveals the challenge of 

constant product innovation and change and also how managers of projects in the 

creative industries are under pressure to develop new/differentiated products and 

strategies (Pegg & Patterson 2010).  

 

Organising in projects fit this situation of demand uncertainty, as it enables for 

experimentation, with quick responses. However, in many cases the challenge for 

cultural producers is that, they must start up a project before the consumer has 

expressed his/her demand or taste, and might not even know or be aware of his/her 

demand yet. In order to customise products where the demand is very hard to predict, 

Lorenzen & Fredriksen (2005, 201) argue, that: 

  

In industries with product customization, organizing skill holders with highly 

complementary skills in temporary projects is strictly necessary in order to find 

solutions to a specific clientʼs demand within a specified time period. 

  

This indicates one of the main functions that MXD uses tastemakers for, which is to get 

closer to the consumersʼ demands/tastes, and in some cases to create and shapes the 

consumersʼ tastes. 
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2.1.2 The jungle of cultural offers 
The amount of cultural offers that is available for cultural consumers has today 

developed to be enormous (Lury 2011, Ward 2010, Hesmondhalgh 2013) and I allow 

myself to illustrate this as a juggle of cultural offers. Recently, online information 

technology (Spotify, Facebook, Netflix, blogs etc.), has in a way democratised and 

eased the accessibility of cultural products and events, like recorded music and film 

and concerts, but has at the same time made choosing and selecting even harder for 

the consumer (Kusek & Leonhard 2005). At the same time, the consumers have got 

better opportunities to decide for themselves if they want to join a concert or not. For 

instance, a consumer can check out a bandʼs website or Facebook page to hear their 

music, or watch live concert videos on YouTube. They can check out and invite friends 

or others who might be participating on Facebook, before making the decision if they 

want to spend money on a concert ticket. However, just choosing or finding the event is 

a juggle, and therefore the contemporary consumer makes use of people whose 

cultural taste they trust, as “Producersʼ promotional advice on their own creative goods 

is puffedʼ”(Caves 2000, 173). This makes consumers open to recommendations from 

ʻcertifiersʼ like music bloggers or professional cultural journalists, in order to get 

inspiration and make a choice of a cultural good (Ibid.). 

 

Due to the modern consumerʼs tendency to ignore or filter commercial push marketing 

such as TV-commercials and posters on bus stops, because of the bombardment of 

commercials (Lury 2011), consumers are instead more influenced by personal and 

non-commercial tips and recommendations from people or media, and other 

tastemakers, that they have build a trustworthy relationship with (Hutter in Towse 

2011). This also explains the effectiveness of word of mouth recommendations, as they 

are made of personal artistic motivations, and not commercial (Caves 2000). 

 

This situation is where tastemakers become interesting to investigate for the cultural 

producer, as they possess a position, where they can influence the consumersʼ choice 

and also to, as the term indicates, form and make the consumersʼ tastes. Furthermore 

they can for instance initiate a viral wave of electronic word of mouth recommendations 

on the social medias (Sandes & Urdan 2013). This situation in the field of consumer 

culture in the creative industries, where the consumers seek people they trust in 

cultural taste, has made thinking in ʻpull marketingʼ relevant. 
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2.1.3 Push and Pull marketing and strategy 
MXD officially formulates, that the strategy behind SOD is based on a pull concept 

(MXD, 2013). Meaning, instead of MXD deciding what music the given territory should 

listen to (push), the local music taste decides what is good music and should be played 

at SOD (pull).  

 

Push and pull strategies and marketing have reached an important level of relevance in 

recent years and especially in the music industry. Here, the major entertainment labelsʼ 

authority and power has been challenged due to the empowerment of the consumer, 

who does not, as easily as before, just accept consuming the music that they publish 

(Lorenzen & Frederiksen 2005). As stated, one of the main reasons for this can be 

explained by the establishment and popularity of social medias, and which can be 

argued, have changed the market relations from being mainly on the suppliersʼ 

conditions to now being on the consumersʼ. This has activated the consumers in their 

consumption of culture and also made the consumers more difficult to control for 

marketers (Kusek & Leonhard 2005, 57ff). 

 

Overall, the push-pull system describes a movement of a product or a piece of 

information between two subjects.  

 

• Pull describes the situation when a consumer voluntarily seeks a given product 

or information, therefore it represents actual demands or orders  

• Push describes when a supplier wants to sell, inform, or persuade the 

consumers about the qualities of a product. Therefore push strategies and 

marketing is based on forecasted demands. (Karrer 2012, 9).  

 

Customisation is also relevant as Lullʼs studies show a sociological change towards a 

more individualistic society. Lull examines the sociological and communicative side of 

push and pull, when used in marketing and explains that: “Push refers primarily to the 

idea that certain events can be introduced into the awareness of people without their 

asking or consent.ʼ”(Lull 2007, 82) Whereas “(…) pull signifies the user-driven side of 

the mode” (Ibid, 83). Practically, this states the communicative aspect of how 

information moves. It also explains change in contemporary media consumer culture. 
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The possibility for the consumer to form and decide, what is relevant information, 

instead of being involuntarily confronted with information that very likely is irrelevant. 

Overall this means, that a push act can be understood as an execution of power 

(forced), and a pull act is an outsourcing of power (voluntary). In the context of cultural 

production this means, that the promotion a production can get from people who just 

like the product/production, is more worth and efficient, than promotion from push 

marketing, due to the above reasons. Convincing tastemakers of the quality of a 

cultural production, this therefore attractive for the cultural producer as they can initiate 

the cheap and efficient pull promotion. 

 

Lull argues, that cultural consumer in contemporary society never before have had 

greater access to culture (the juggle metaphor), but he also sees, that this cultural 

freedom has some social consequences of an overwhelming socio-cultural pressure. 

Kusak and Leonhard conclude something similar in their book, The Future of Music 

(2005), predicting that: 

 

Overstimulation and information overloadʼ of the consumer, is a bigger problem 

for the producers than digital piracy. They state, that ʻaccess and distribution 

will no longer be the issue, but selection and discovery will be (Kusak & 

Leonhard 2005, 164).  

 

A rather precise prediction of the todayʼs consumerʼs need for cultural agents or 

tastemakers to navigate in the juggle of cultural offers.  

 

Lull argues that is important not to understand strategic push and pull marketing as a 

dichotomy, but that they compliment each other. Lull writes: “Itʼs more productive to 

think of the push and pull of culture as an ongoing, interactive, undetermined, mutually 

constitutive process of human interaction” (2007, 101.). This means that a cultural 

producer should never make an exclusively push or pull strategy. This remark is 

interesting in relation to SOD, as MXD describes its strategy as a pull strategy (MXD, 

2013). 

 

However, practically this means, that in the establishing editions of SOD, MXD lacks 

expertise on the local territoryʼs taste and brand awareness. Thus, pull initiatives are 
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more relevant, exemplified by the use of tastemakers as experts on consumersʼ 

demands. Later when the territorial expertise is collected, MXD is in a better condition 

to wield push initiatives 

 

Push and pull will in this thesis also be used to describe and discuss the balance of 

power between the jurors and MXD, as push initiatives wield power, and pull initiatives 

is more related to empowerment. Push and pull acts can therefore be an instrument 

that influence the motivation of the person in question.     

 

2.1.4 How is SOD organised for demand uncertainty? 
In the efforts to get closer at the consumersʼ demands, and thereby lower demand 

uncertainty, MXD includes highly specialised experts in shape of tastemakers in the 

production in order to customise the event to the consumersʼ taste. They have the skills 

to be the local experts on the marketʼs unique taste. In fact, you can argue that they are 

the ones shaping and influencing the local taste, because of their role as tastemakers. 

The strategy of a jury group consisting of local tastemakers, meets the challenge of 

unforeseeable changes in consumer taste (Lorenzen & Frederiksen 2005), since the 

jurorsʼ tastes most likely will change synchronically with the consumersʼ. This makes 

the strategy not only flexible in time (from on edition to another) it is also a strategic 

element that takes territorial differences in taste into consideration. This strategy comes 

from the main pull idea (MXD 2013), that MXD will let the local market decide what is 

good music instead of pushing what MXD thinks is good music. Rohde has on several 

occasions mentioned, that in the export of culture, pushing what the (in this case) 

Danes understand as the cultural quality of the nation, very likely is not the same in 

another territory (Markholst 2008) which is also officially stated on the MXD website 

(MXD 2013). 

 

MXD secures differentiation in the concept by changing the acts for every different 

edition. Externally SOD seeks a more statically differentiated identity, by the 

establishing of a brand over time. This is done through repetition of the concert format 

and music style. Several of the jurors (Steiner, Fronhofer, Tschürtz, Fleischmann 

interview 2013) mention and indicate that because of this, the audience is now sure 

that they will at least get one good musical experience. So they attend without knowing 
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the bands, but with the reliance on the brand and the concept of the three-stage rocket 

dramaturgy. In other words, this means that, (an unknown part) of the SOD-consumers 

rely on the brand, and that SOD is good for a positive experience. They risk attending, 

despite not knowing if they like the bands playing, only because they know that she/he 

sympathises and trusts the concept and the brand. The juror Fronhofer analyses that 

SOD in Vienna after four editions has reached a state where the target audience “(…) 

know there will be a broad selection of bands, and know that in the end you can dance” 

(Fronhofer interview 2013, 33 min) However, Steiner (Interview 2013) from INK MUSIC 

mentions, that, in the production of SOD, they had to find new angles every year to 

make SOD attractive for the media to cover.  

 

When establishing SOD, MXD makes use of mainly pull strategy. Using a pull strategy 

approach has shown great qualities when the cultural producer lacks of expertise on 

the local consumersʼ taste and lacks brand-recognition in the field. The involvement of 

tastemakers thereby provides a local expertise and acts as key-consumers, when 

deciding what is the best Danish bands to present for the local music fans. Thus, the 

uncertainty of the local music taste/demand is ideally lowered, and at the same time 

the jurors are encouraged to promote the event in their own networks and thereby 

initiate the efficient pull promotion, that ideally will lower the uncertainty in audience 

attendance.  

 

Push acts become more relevant to utilise, when MXD has gained an expertise from 

experiences of the local SOD-event and the consumers. However, initiating and 

wielding push acts are an execution of power, which can influence the motivation of the 

jurors negatively, as the jurors should be motivated by their empowerment to select 

bands. Push acts are therefore a managerial complex task to initiate, which later 

makes me question weather or not a cultural producer should make use of push acts. 

 

2.2. The motivation of cultural intermediaries in creative industries 

A principle and advantage for the cultural producer in the SOD strategy is that the 

jurors must be underpaid or not paid at all for their expertise. This makes it relevant to 

investigate how cultural intermediaries and thereby the tastemakers, are motivated to 

offer their expertise and time, if they are not financially compensated. For this 
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investigation I will make use of Bourdieuʼs alternative forms of capital to understand, 

what motivates them for working. 

 

People working in the field of the creative industries (artists and intermediaries) are in 

different studies (Bourdieu 1993b: Lorenzen & Frederiksen 2005; Scott 2012; Eikhof & 

Haunschild 2006, 2007) argued to have a special drive, which derives from a devotion 

to art. Bourdieu (1993b) argues that the field of cultural productions are structured in 

two poles. The autonomous pole, which describes the motivation of art for artʼs sake, 

and a long-term devotion to the arts and is non-economic, and the heteronymous pole 

that is structures by economic logics, which counts sales, prizes etc. However, the 

boundaries between art and commerce are from several researchers argued to be 

increasingly blurred and hard to distinguish (Negus & Pickering 2004; Hesmondhalgh 

2006, Eikhof and Haunschild 2006, 2007). This is especially true when talking about 

cultural intermediaries (like the SOD jurors), who work with commercialising art (Scott 

2012), and seek to balance the artistic logics and economic logics (Eikhof & Haunschild 

2006, 2007). An example on how to solve this antagonism between art and commerce 

comes from Eikhof and Haunschildʼs (2006) study of theatre actors and managers, 

which shows that they work as bohemian entrepreneurs, selling their own skills. The 

actors and managers who are successful manage to involve their bohemian lifestyle to 

legitimate and cover their economically activities.  

 

Economic actions – such as marketing oneʼs labour power or moving cities for a 

job – are carried out within typically bohemian practices – such as partaking in 

public events connected to art or living a nomad life – and can thus be 

camouflaged as part of the lifestyle of a bohemian entrepreneur rather than 

being a cold-blooded businessman (Eikhof & Haunschild 2006, 239). 

 

I will argue, that this statement indicates, that to be a successful cultural intermediary 

who commercialise art, you must possess an intrinsic motivation and devotion to the 

arts. E.g. a music manager must like or shows that he/she likes music. The devotion to 

the arts can be one explanation to why cultural intermediaries compromise their 

economic motives.  
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Scott (2012) adds an explanation, that the motivations of aspiring music producers or 

cultural entrepreneurs (as he calls them) is that they  

 

(…) all work for exposure, experience, friendship or interest. Some could charge 

fees, but do not; and most cannot, as they are not sufficiently established to do 

so. What motivates these homologous cultural entrepreneurs to engage in 

productive activities for minimal or limited financial return is either the promise 

of exposure or the opportunity to engage in activities that are in line with their 

career aspirations and identities (Ibid. 238). 

 

As the boundaries of artistic and commercial logics have blurred, I also argue that this 

description of motivations of a cultural entrepreneur, who creates art, and the 

motivation of a cultural intermediary, who converts art to commerce, are similar to each 

other. The motivation of aspiring cultural entrepreneurs explains the relevance of 

Bourdieuʼs alternative capitals of social, cultural and symbolic as motivational factors 

that can compensate or even replace the economic motivation. However, the 

motivation will never be absolutely of immaterial capitals, as the motivation also implies 

that the accumulation of alternative capitals is with the intention, on the long run, to be 

able to convert them to economic capital, as economic capital must be maintained at a 

certain level to ensure survival.  

 

Thus, it is relevant to talk about a struggle for these non-economic capitals, within the 

field of the creative industries that cultural intermediaries are fighting for. 

 

2.2.1 The struggle for positioning and capital as a creator of value in the 

creative industries 
The creative industries are characterised by primarily being organised in markets rather 

than in big firms. Projects are made in order to gather people of very different and 

specific skills (Lorenzen & Frederiksen 2005, 199). This contributes to an environment, 

which Bourdieu described as a struggle for position among the different agents working 

in the field of cultural production. The struggle is characterised by position takings 

where the agents can accumulate the different forms of capital. As stated above, an 

agent acting in the creative industries is not only motivated by money, but also by the 
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possibility of increasing his/her social, cultural and symbolic capitals, because these 

are essential in the struggle for position, as they can convert the immaterial capitals to 

economic capital, on a later perspective.  

 

Bourdieu (1993b) argues one of the most valuable positions in the field of cultural 

productions is to be the person who can legitimise cultural products and producers as 

being of high quality. This position requires primarily a high amount of symbolic capital 

earned from different combinations of the forms of capital, which can give a respected 

reputation in the field in question. Thereby positions, or jobs such as being on a jury, 

where you are chosen to decide what is good taste, are, under the right circumstances, 

positions that acknowledge the agentsʼ position as a person who is ʻdisinterestedʼ, or a 

person who represents “good” taste.  

 

But what determines the prestige of this position is the doxa of the field together with 

the possible amount of capital to accumulate from the position. The value of the capital, 

is however, controlled by the surrounding circumstances and structures in the field. The 

doxa of a field is the rules that are taken for granted, or shared ideologies, which are 

hard to discuss within the field. The doxa of a field thereby makes the struggle for 

position meaningful to the agents, as everybody fights for the same reason. However, 

doxa is constantly under transformation, due to the principle of a struggle. This means 

that because doxa makes the struggle for position meaningful, it works as the value 

creator at the same time, because when people fight for the same things they also 

agree about the value of those things. Bourdieu argues that, these dynamic struggles 

of the field are caused by criticism from newcomers towards the people in the 

dominating positions. They force the dominant agents to argue for their discourse 

(Bourdieu 1993a). This means that they are constantly under pressure to keep their 

positions. As a consequence, Hesmondhalgh (2006, 6-7) specifies that: “These 

positiontakings (italic) by newcomers restructure and recreate the relevant sub-field 

and field.” The dominating tastemakers (the SOD jurors) are therefore also in a 

situation where they have to be critical of their own decisions, as they are under threat 

of losing the status of being disinterested. This is also what keeps up a healthy 

competition that might foster innovation in a field. Thereby, the idea of the struggle 

contributes to describe how taste and trends change over time, which is a relevant 

point to notice, when forming a strategy in the creative industries. 
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2.2.2 What is the doxa of SODʼs social arena? 
As stated above the struggle for positions is only valuable if the social arena shares the 

same doxa and shares an understanding of what is valuable.   

With reference to my earlier argument, cultural intermediaries must be motivated by the 

involvement in artistic production. My ethnographic studies have indicated that all my 

informants have a certain drive and motivation for working in the creative industries and 

working with art and culture, in their own specific way. Therefore, I will describe this as 

the elementary and tacit doxa in the social arena of SOD. A less tacit, however, 

important doxa, is that the jurors agree that Danish music and culture is cool and 

innovative or at least worth following - a statement made by several of the jurors. This 

is most evident when Fronhofer says: “Danish music is strong compared to size of 

country and the quality, and far above average. There are always new bands to 

discover!” (Fronhofer interview 2013). Also the ORF editor-in-chief Heidegger, as he 

can be described as a ʻDanophileʼ and loves everything about Danish culture. This can 

of cause be explained due to MXDʼs pull strategy that fosters cooperation with jurors 

who not only has a professional, but also a personal interest in new Danish music and 

culture.  

2.2.3 What is the struggle about in the social arena of SOD? 
SOD is a brilliant example to show how the logic of the creative industries works, when 

immediate money is not the only motivational factor. 

 

The struggle among the involved people in SOD is about positioning themselves. When 

analysing the implemented jurorsʼ situation, many of them have different agendas with 

their memberships (analysed later), however looking at their motivation through 

Bourdieuʼs alternative forms of capital reveals what can be at stake for the jurors when 

involved in SOD. 

 

The jurors are as a principle (besides the production partner) not directly getting paid 

for using their time and expertise to select the three bands for the SOD. They are 

instead invited to SPOT Festival in Aarhus, with their transportation, accommodation 

and ticket expenses being paid for, and maybe a dinner. The real payment is therefore 

latently situated in the potentials for accumulating the other forms of capital that SOD 

hold. Thus, the struggle at SOD is about having the access to SODʼs capitals, which in 
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the long term have the potential to be converted into economic capital. The potential 

capitals that are incorporated and offered as a reward for participating as a juror and 

delegate in SOD are: 

 

• The social capital of SOD that the jurors and the delegates can accumulate is 

determined the possibility to network, which is essential in a market organised 

industry. SOD is also attractive because of the export possibilities, which can 

increase the intermediaryʼs market. 

 

• The cultural capital potentials that SOD contains is especially for the jurors the 

possibility to come to SPOT Festival and see all the new up coming bands 

before everybody else. This can be an advantage for a radio host e.g. as he 

can convert this cultural capital into a radio show, or a music booker who can 

find a new exotic name for his venue.  

 

• The symbolic value for the jurors is to be in a position that, under the right 

circumstances, yields prestige and a certain power, which makes them 

important to impress, for bands and their management. It can also fortify your 

position as someone the industry regards as important or skilful, and thereby 

functions as a cementation of your reputation. This is also true for the other 

invited delegates, who then can consider themselves as being of value to 

others in the industry.  

 

Steggs (2004) and Scott (2012) argue, that the struggle for immaterial capitals is a “(…) 

defining feature of contemporary capitalism since (…) social, cultural and symbolic 

capitals have a use-value in building a personʼs identity and an exchange-value in 

systems of economic and symbolic exchangeʼ” (Scott 2012, 10). Scottʼs studies of 

cultural entrepreneurs, shows that the alternative capitals is used by music producers 

as a resource to increase his/her exchange-value. This is due to the fieldʼs 

characteristics of a favour-culture, where rising entrepreneurs, do favours for each 

other, in the hope of exposure that can turn in to new jobs later on. Skeggs (2004, 11) 

states, that the possession of alternative capitals makes the agent “an object of 

exchange the moment another person becomes interested in it/themʼ”. This statement 
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also confirms the value of the alternative capitals that is at stake for the jurors, and that 

the jurors might try to make themselves interesting as objects for doing business. 

 

However, it is important to include that the jurors also run a risk by participating. 

Involving themselves they of course get access to the potentials benefits from the 

capitals that SOD offer. But if SOD, Danish music and MXD is not valued by the 

industry, or if SOD does not become a success, the jurors risk their reputation. It can 

thereby be understood as an investment, when people involve their name in a project 

that is based on their competence. Investments, like in the economic logics, can either 

end up with profits or deficits, mainly in the social and symbolic capital of the agent.  

 

2.2.4 How MXD makes strategic use of the struggle for positions 
I will here draw attention to two conditions: 

 

1) Self-perpetuating doxa and brand establishment 

MXD makes use of the struggle for positions by creating a shared doxa, which is self-

perpetuating in its value. When delegates and audiences show up for an event, which 

includes “Denmark” in the name, they at the same time agree that Danish music is, if 

not cool, then of relevance to follow.  

 

When MXD includes some tastemakers, who invest, especially their symbolic capital, 

and who has an interest in new Danish music, they initiate a new doxa, which they are 

motivated to share, in order to position their jury-role as being of value and meaningful 

in the industry. If the jurors can make the rest of the industry to like Danish music, then 

their juror position is more valuable. The juryʼs total amount of capital together with their 

position has a self-perpetuating effect on the penetration of the doxa in the field. The 

more legitimised capital that is presented at an event, the more appealing it is to the 

music delegates to participate. Their presence is thereby a stamp of approval of the 

event, which at the same time recognises the doxa of Danish music is cool. In addition 

to this, when the event is relevant for an audience, this also expands the field in which 

doxa acts. 
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As a wanted coexisting effect the described doxa-mechanism is recognising the SOD 

brand as an event that presents high quality music, and an event that is important to 

the delegates to participate in, because of the potential capitals at stake, but also 

because of it signals being part of the good company. This is a reference to what 

Caves (2000) calls the A list/B list property, which refers to how the creative industries 

tend to differentiate in who is in or out of the good company. The networking dinner 

prior the concerts, therefore becomes a way MXD initiate their own A and B list. 

 

In the establishment of the SOD brand, MXD also makes use of the capital, which the 

jurors hold. Referring to Bourdieu, who argues that capitals can be transferred from one 

person to another, MXD is gaining some credibility when they involve a tastemaker 

who has a respected reputation in the local field. Due to benefits of including jurors who 

are on a rise in their careers (explained below), and therefore lacks capital, MXD tries 

to benefit from the capital/reputations of the organisations (like ORF, the biggest TV-

station in Austria) behind the jurors. With this strategy MXD seeks the synergy of the 

enthusiastic tastemaker on the rise, and the already established reputation of an 

organisation in order to create a legitimate brand in the local territory. 

 

2) The tacit deal of co-ownership 

MXD also makes strategic use of the struggle for position and accumulation of 

alternative capital, by making a “tacit deal” with the jurors.  

The deal is not made by signing a contract, but by an implicit understanding of quid pro 

quo. “We give you something if you give us something in return” The deal concerns an 

activation of the inherent mechanisms of the agentsʼ struggle for position. By offering 

the tastemakers a position that can give them access to accumulate alternative 

capitals, and wield the prestigious symbolic violence, they are motivated by the 

opportunity to invest their reputation and make use of their social capital (network) to 

promote the event. In practice, the idea behind “the deal” is, that e.g. a journalist is 

more motivated to write an article about SOD, if he has a share in the artistic program. 

The venue manager is more likely spread the word in his network, when he can say 

that he chose this or this band. 

  

However, this tacit deal only works if the juror has the right motivation, which in this 

situation is when the juror is hungry for capitals. The CEO of MXD - Rohde (interview 
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2013), states that: “if they (the jurors) can use us (MXD/SOD), we can use themʼ” 

Rohde argues that, if the agent is willing to compromise and being underpaid if even 

paid, and instead participate and engage because of the accumulation-possibilities of 

the alternative forms of capital, then MXD knows that the motivation is right. Otherwise 

the risk is that the cooperation is unfruitful and MXD has to spend a lot of energy 

motivating the jurors. They must participate on a self-kept motivation for the project, 

otherwise an organisation like MXD does not have enough resources to run a project 

like this. 

Similar to how Scott (2012) describes the drive of rising cultural entrepreneurs, Rohde 

mentions that upcoming cultural intermediaries, often are a lot more fruitful 

collaborators, as they have a bigger hunger for advancing or taking positions in the 

field, than the dominating and settled agents. They are also more willing to compromise 

on economic capital and seek situations where they can accumulate the alternative 

capitals. Rohdeʼs experience is, that  

 

(…) it is not always the biggest companies or the CEO with the high salary, that 

are good collaborators. (…) How much would they bleed for this?ʼ (Rohde 

interview 2013, 10 min).  

 

Later he argues that if the potential partner wants  

 

(…) the full fee to promote this event, then they are not the right company. Then 

they are not hungry enough, and it will be too expensive for us. The hunger is 

the right motivation, which tells us that there is something besides. It is like a 

guarantee (ibid, 20 min). 

 

As I will discuss later on, this hunger can also be about a personal interest in the 

culture in question, and therefore it is a hunger for cultural capital, which motivates and 

is at stake rather than position-takings. 

 

However, both Buhl and Rohde agree that the more stakeholders are committed, the 

better. In other words, MXD is trying to initiate a mechanism within the struggle for 

position, which under the right circumstances is autonomous and makes the 

tastemakers promote SOD. 
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2.3 Sub-conclusion 
In the above chapter, I have in a combination with my empirical data and relevant 

theory described the research field of SOD. In the creative industries there is a high 

level of demand uncertainty from consumers. The amount of cultural offers have in the 

recent years expanded, which has made it problematic for the cultural consumer to 

select products, as they have become more immune to push commercial marketing. 

This has made pull marketing and the use of tastemakers relevant for the cultural 

producer, as I claim that the todayʼs cultural consumers have a tendency to seek 

trustworthy cultural agents (tastemakers) in order to navigate in the jungle of cultural 

offers. Pull promotion is more efficient and cheap as is it based on motivated 

recommendations from tastemakers. Using a pull strategy has some beneficial effects 

in the establishment of an event when expertise and brand recognition in the local 

territory is low. Later, push acts become relevant.  

 

The reason for the tastemakers to offer their expertise underpaid or for free, can be 

explained by Bourdieuʼs  theory. They are motivated by the possibility to accumulate 

alternative capitals and positioning, that attending SOD offers the jurors, which is also 

what the struggle in the social arena is about. However, I argue, that intermediaries, 

must have some sort of devotion to working with the arts. In the agentsʼ struggle for 

positions in the field I have revealed how MXD initiates a self-perpetuating doxa by 

gathering a group of already relatively positioned tastemakers (in the form of personal 

or an organisationʼs reputation) who like Danish music. This attracts the delegates, as 

the jurors also work as tastemakers for the delegates, who then also find Danish music 

interesting. 

 

MXD explains how creating a co-owner feeling among the jurors is the key to a 

successful partnership. The co-owner feeling can be enhanced if the tastemaker is 

hungry for positioning. If they are hungry enough, they are willing to work unpaid or 

underpaid (as the case is with the promotion partner). In the case where the co-owner 

feeling is optimal the strategy runs on its own, as the jurors are motivated to spread the 

word of the event.  
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The above will constitute the theoretical and analytical framework for the next chapter 

that will focus on analysing the case and investigating what characterises the perfect 

tastemaker, and how to manage tastemakers. 
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3 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF TASTEMAKERS 
 

3.1 The perfect tastemaker 

An important task for the cultural producer when using tastemakers with a strategic 

intention is first of all to find the perfect tastemakers. I aim with this chapter to find 

some key positions and the appertaining functions that relates to a certain 

characteristics when it comes to motivational background and capital possession of the 

tastemaker. The two elements of motivation and capital possession, are not only 

essential to determine the usability of the tastemaker, they can also determine what 

functions and positions the tastemakers match in order to meet the cultural producerʼs 

aims with the event. The following will, for instance, show how some tastemakers are 

more valuable B2C and others B2B. This means, that the perfect tastemaker most 

likely will be a constellation of different people, instead of one person possessing all 

functions. I will therefore describe and uncover some positions, which I, based on my 

empirical data have discovered. 

 

By aiming at generalising the positions, functions, motivations, and characteristics of 

tastemakers in a jury group, I want to state how the SOD-case can reveal valuable 

knowledge for other cultural producers in similar situations. With this aim, I will in the 

following chapter, based on my empirical data, present a tastemaker analysis that can 

help answer the research question of: What characterises the perfect tastemaker? 

 

3.1.1 Tastemaker analysis – Finding the perfect tastemaker 
In order to define the different positions, functions and characteristics of capital 

possession and motivation among the different jurors that I have interviewed, I will 

include all of my presented theory and empirical knowledge and data. The analysis of 

the jurors will therefore take into account three areas that are relevant to evaluate when 

finding the perfect tastemaker:  

 

1. What specific capitals and motivations does the tastemaker possess? 
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2. Does the tastemaker have the potential to match the three purposes behind the 

strategic involvement of tastemakers? 

3. How can the tastemaker fulfil the aims of the event and satisfy stakeholders? 

 

I will explain the tastemaker analysis as a relatively cohesive process that the cultural 

producer can go through, to estimate if it is relevant or not to involve the tastemaker.   

 

1. The cultural producer must consider the tastemakerʼs specific possession of social, 

cultural, symbolic and economic capital, as this is what enables the three purposes of 

strategic usage of tastemakers. An estimation of the tastemakerʼs capitals is also 

essential to do, as the capital holding influences what position the tastemaker can fill in 

the jury group and if the tastemaker altogether can match the aims of the event. 

Additional, the tastemakerʼs lack of, or hunger for certain capitals is what motivates the 

tastemaker to make use of his/her existing capitals, when investing in a cultural 

product. 

 

2. Moving on in the tastemaker analysis-process, the cultural producer must consider, 

based on the capital estimation, if the tastemaker can contribute to fulfil the three 

purposes for involving tastemakers in cultural producer. The three purposes are that 

the tastemaker should help: 

• Reduce demand uncertainty of consumers. 

• Establish the brand name and to ensure recognition in the field. 

• Foster media attention. 

 

3. Thirdly the cultural producer must consider if the potential tastemaker can fulfil the 

aims of the event. An estimation of the tastemakerʼs ability to match the aims of the 

event is a question of satisfying stakeholders. When knowing the capital possession of 

the tastemaker, the cultural producer can use the aims of the event to assess which 

stakeholder, the tastemaker is most capable of satisfying. Conversely, a tastemaker 

can also be casted to satisfy a stakeholder. It is of most relevance to figure out if the 

tastemaker can be useful externally in relation to the public, or internally in relation to 

the investors and colleagues. The constellation of different tastemakers, as I will later 

argue, can be used to form the profile of the production. Therefore, the study of SOD 

shows that typecasting jurors must be done with the aims of the event as a guide.  
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TASTEMAKER ANALYSIS-PROCESS 

 

Overall this draws a process in making a tastemaker analysis. The cultural producer 

must estimate if the tastemaker hungers for capital or has a personal interest in the 

event, as this is what activates that the tastemaker wants to make use of his/her capital 

holding. Estimating the capital holding of the tastemakers is important in order to 

secure that the tastemaker is capable of contributing to the three purposes of making 

use of tastemakers. The cultural producer must consider if and how the tastemaker can 

match the aims of the event, which is a question of satisfying the stakeholders. This 

constitutes the analysis process that the cultural producer must do, when searching for 

the perfect tastemaker who can be used as a strategic tool.   

  

 

 
 

In order to do the analysis that is required to describe the positions of the SOD 

tastemakers, I will here summarise MXDʼs aims with SOD and their key stakeholders. 

Motivation "
- Hunger for 

capitals#
- Personal 

interest #

Ac$vates	  

Capitals"
Estimation of the #
capital holding:#

- Social, cultural, symbolic,  
economic#

Enables	  

Purposes of using 
tastemakers"
- Reduce demand 

uncertainty#
- Brand estalishment#

- Media attention#

Match	  

Producer's aims of 
event "

- Stakeholder satisfaction#
- Artistic profile #

Defines	  The perfect 
tastemaker"
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3.2 Juror positions 

I will in the following make use of the tastemaker analysis, described above, with the 

purpose of distinguishing the most significant positions and the related characteristics, 

which I have found in the jury of SOD in Vienna. Through the analysis, I seek to give a 

generalisable description of the different positions the tastemakers can take in a jury 

group. The analysis will contribute with some stereotypical positions the tastemakers 

can take in a jury group, that the cultural producer can make use of when organising 

and composing the perfect tastemaker constellation. 

3.2.1 The key juror 
The first position I will define is the one of that requires the most activity, gives the most 

influence and has the most importance I relation to the event. I therefore call that 

position, the key juror. The position is based on the functionalities of Hannes Tschürtz 

and his music agency INK MUSIC. The tastemaker to fill this position is the first person 

that needs to be found, and he/she can be crucial to the existence of the project. Buhl 

(interview 2013) explains it as a universal rule of project management in the creative 

industries that first the thing to do is to find the key stakeholder/tastemaker.  

Summary 

MXDʼs main aims with SOD: 

• Generate music export  

• Generate media attention for Danish music and culture 

• Create a brand for Danish music  

Stakeholders of MXD: 

• The Danish Government (The Danish Ministry of Culture) 

• The group of founding partners 

• The music industry (Danish and foreign) 

• The musicians 

Additional stakeholders of SOD 

• Consumers/audience 

• The jurors 
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“You can almost theoretically say, that when you start a project you must have a “don 

stakeholder” for every project.” (Buhl interview 2013, 14 min.). He continues to describe 

a good don stakeholder as a “strong local partner, who makes is credible for other 

agents to participate” (ibid).  

 

Thus, the key juror functions as the initiator of the self-perpetuating doxa-effect (cf. 

2.2.4) that can attract other tastemakers, so the cultural producer can utilise the key 

jurorʼs position to position himself. 

 

The key juror typically constitutes a production partner. MXD has used venues (AB 

Concerts, Brussels and Stadtgarten, Cologne), Festivals, (Montreux Festival, 

Switzerland) and live agencies like INK MUSIC in Vienna. What counts for all 

productions partners is, that they all are integrated in the local territoryʼs music industry 

and appeals both B2B and B2C. Thus, the key juror functions as a gatekeeper to be 

accepted by the local market and industry. There is also a financial intention behind 

having a production partner, which is to avoid paying for the full expenses of the 

production of the concerts (primarily rent of venue and concert equipment). Tschürtz 

has functioned as an expert or consultant in the local field, knowing which people could 

be relevant to include as jurors of SOD, and proposed them to MXD. This is an 

indication of his relatively high possession of cultural and social capital, which is a 

quick and efficient way for MXD to be introduced into the local music industry and 

understand the structures of this. 

 

In the case of SOD, the key tastemaker is the only one getting a payment from MXD, 

besides the perks that connects to the trip to SPOT Festival. This is for doing the work 

of promoting SOD and for doing communication between the jurors and MXD, besides 

evaluation and development of the concept. The motivation of Tschürtz is an excellent 

example of how to create co-ownership of the project. Rohde explains, that INK Music 

is not being paid the full price for their hard work, which MXD would not be able to 

afford. However, because Tschürtz saw the potential for his company to position itself 

among not only the Danish colleagues, but also his domestic colleagues, and gain 

access to the best new acts from Denmark, he was willing to compromise economic 

capital for the potential of position taking, and accumulation of the alternative capitals, 

which he later, due to his position can convert to economic capital. 
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The key juror functions as sort of chairman of the jury. He, in collaboration with MXD, 

plans the strategy for what kind of bands will fit into the style of event. What all MXD 

employees mention (Rohde, Meisner and Buhl) is that Tschürtz has been excellent at 

curating the three acts by seeing a relation between what the Austriansʼ music taste is, 

and “ (…) by thinking as an event booker” (Buhl interview 2013), whose job it is to 

create a good experience for the audience. This quality has developed the three-stage 

rocket dramaturgy, which has been a successful concept to implement when the 

purpose is to present unknown bands within a certain music genre. This example 

indicates, that Tschürtz takes a position where he influences the other tastemakersʼ 

selection of bands, so they make their selection with the three stage rocket in mind 

(which I experienced many of the art journalist jurors, mentioned later, did) instead of 

purely selecting from their heart or personal taste. He puts up unofficial restrictions or 

criteria, which he is in a position to do as “chairman”, and because these have been 

shown to be a successful model to follow. This means, that this position has the 

function and power to direct or manage the other jurorsʼ choice, so the showcase will 

attract a relatively large audience. SODʼs popularity among the consumers must be 

considered as a crucial element to foster brand establishment of Danish music, and 

also to generate business, as the delegates can see the potential in the different bands 

when the venue is full and the audience is satisfied. 

 

Buhl mentions the consequences of choosing the wrong partner as key juror “if you 

choose the wrong person as your central partner, you only attract the “makeweight” of 

the industry” (Buhl interview 2013). Thereby the event will have trouble becoming 

successful or even just existing.  

 

The characteristics of the key juror 

• Is a production partner for the cultural producer. 

• Has a high level of integrity and is integrated in the local music industry, B2B 

and B2C, which requires a relatively good possession of social, cultural, and 

symbolic capital.  

• On the rise in his/her career. Must see the potential of investing more time than 

paid for. Therefore, much at stake. 

• Can attract other tastemakers. 
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• Works as a chairman in the jury group. 

• Is a businessman, who more obviously than the other jurors is motivated by the 

potential for economic capital. 

• Prioritise the audience experience high more than personal music taste. 

 

3.2.1.1 The supplementary key juror 
The second position I will define, works as an extension or supplement to the key juror 

and his/her functions. The position is defined by Babsi Steiner from INK MUSIC, who 

has done the PR and promotion of SOD in the first four years. 

 

One of the supplementary key jurorʼs functions is to work as a part of the underpaid 

deal between the cultural producer and the production partner/the key juror. MXD offers 

Tschürtz/INK MUSIC an extra juror position with all the potential benefits of capital 

accumulation that follows, and also the fringe benefits of coming to SPOT Festival. The 

extra jury seat is also a good bonus for Tschürtz to offer his employee, and thereby 

position himself within the company. Being apple to offer Steiner the possibility to 

position herself within the industry by giving her the power that follows with a jury 

membership is a good starting point for a person in the beginning of their career like 

Steiner, which can stimulate her motivational hunger for alternative capitals. Thereby 

the partnership is more attractive to enter into for Tschürtz, even though it is underpaid.  

   

To have a supplementary juror to the key juror, also has the function to utilise the key 

jurorʼs capitals. The interview with Steiner revealed that she was very much into the 

strategic details of SOD, a much higher degree than all the other jurors, besides 

Tschürtz. This underlines her expert knowledge, and thereby her importance in 

developing, innovating, and sharpening the concept. The expert knowledge comes 

from working closely together with the key juror, but it also comes from being in close 

connection to the consumers when doing the promotion campaign. Thus, the 

supplementary juror becomes an important person for the cultural producer when 

evaluating the promotion strategy of the event. However I would also argue, that the 

supplementary key juror can be left out, depending on the volume of the event, as this 

position does, more than likely, not expand the promotion ratio of the key juror, and two 

persons from the same company risks to distort the power relations in the jury.  
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Characteristics: 

• High cultural capital, in terms of strategic knowledge. 

• Utilise the key jurors capitals. 

• Strategic part of the deal between cultural producer and key juror. 

• Motivated by positioning and capital accumulation 

 

3.2.2 Journalist jurors 
MXD makes use of several journalists in the jury group. Firstly, I will present them 

under the same category to describe the different functions and characteristics of the 

journalists, that my journalist informants share. Secondly, I will divide the journalists 

into the three positions that they have within SOD. 

 

The usage of journalists, such as art critics, as jurors is an essential tool for the cultural 

producer. They are the most direct connection to the consumer, and can thereby create 

the valuable pull promotion and efficient word-of-mouth effect among especially 

consumers. By their work of communicating the stories about the event, they are in a 

position to add, or in worst-case scenarios, take value from the event. The journalist 

has the possibility to influence and create tastes in society. It is at the same time their 

livelihood and for some, their mission in life.  

 

Meisner (interview 2013) from MXD explains, that a bonus-effect of having journalists 

in the jury is that journalists tend to select bands that work well in the media. For 

instance, by chosen bands from their remarkable and distinctive music style, live 

performance or history, and thereby they create a bigger potential, and other medias 

will find it interesting to report on the bands. However, I will argue that journalists must 

also be thought of in a broader perspective, than just attracting an audience and 

medias. In the case of SOD, which also is a nation branding initiative, journalists have 

the possibilities to tell all the related stories to the event. Stories about Danish culture, 

SPOT Festival, and Aarhus for instance, and thus, satisfying the economically 

important stakeholders like the Ministry of Culture and founding partners. They are in a 

position where they can create value that is more or less measureable, in terms of 

readers, clicks and listeners. A function, which is extremely important when legitimising 
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the impact of the cultural producerʼs work, by being able to document the potential 

effects of the event. This is one way to show the economic supporters of the project the 

results of their investment. MXD measures, for instance, the total potential reach of the 

media coverage in connection to the SOD in question, or how many “clicks” an article 

reaches. How to measure the value of cultural activities is an essential topic for a 

cultural producer, however this is a topic of its own, but still important to consider, when 

investigating the cultural producerʼs job.   

 

As the analysis will show, the journalists all have different agendas and motivations 

and address different audiences. The cultural producer can make strategic use of 

journalists, in order to shape the public profile of the event. However, as MXD has 

experienced, some art journalists or critics can be hard to “tame”, due to for example 

their natural interest in disinterestedness, as Bourdieu (1993b) argued. The journalistʼs 

struggle for objectivity is what makes them a journalist or critic, who the readers trust 

and recognise as a reliable tastemaker. This means that the cultural producer must be 

careful with restrictions (like the three-stage rocket dramaturgy), when it comes to the 

selection procedure, as this can act as a violation or distrust of their competences and 

their objectivity. As a consequence they might loose their interest in the project.  

MXD meets this problematic by casting journalists who have a personal interest or 

passion for Danish music, which is a part of the pull strategy, and also is revealed by 

the later analysis. The situation where the pull strategy is challenged by push initiatives 

will be elaborated on later in thesis. 

 

Babsi Steiner (interview 2013) from INK MUSIC reveals, that as a part of the strategy 

behind the selection of jurors, they have tried to include journalists as jurors, so it forms 

a constellation that covers the most important of the cultural medias in Austria. This 

relatively broad aim reflects the aim of the event, which is to create awareness of 

Danish music, both to the public and the local industry. In addition, it also reveals 

something about the target audience and the artistic profile of SOD. When seen from a 

public perspective, SOD is an alternative pop-event for music lovers, who have interest 

in experiencing new and innovative music (Fronhofer, Meisner, Buhl interview 2013). 

Therefore, being aware of the impact that journalists can have on the profile of the 

event is an important function that the cultural producer can make strategic use of. 

However, this requires a closer analysis of the journalistsʼ capitals and personal 
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motivations in order to manage this. The journalists are chosen because of their 

potential audience, which is mainly defined by the organisation or workplace behind 

them. The organisation and its audience also indicate what of kind of interest the 

journalist has.  

 

Thus, I will make three groups with different interests and determine some different 

positions that journalists can have within a jury. Positions, that I have discovered by 

looking at their field of interest and organisations, and by looking at their produced 

articles, which gives an indication of the output of the journalists. Thus, I will make a 

description of the journalist juror who is interested in the: 

 

• Specific art form (music) 

• Broader cultural view 

• Alternative view of the business and politics. 

 

The point of sorting the journalists into these three groups is that they have different 

usability in communication towards the different stakeholders especially towards the 

target audience. Also, I see a certain differentiation when it comes to long-term 

motivation. As we will see in my analysis of SOD, the journalists who specifically work 

with music, are easier to keep interested year after year, and the jurors who work with 

less specified and more alternatively angled stories, like travel experiences or in this 

case music export strategies, are harder to continuously keep interested.     

 

3.2.2.1 Art and music journalists as jurors 
Art specialised journalists are tastemakers who are experts in a certain field of art, for 

instance, music, paintings, film, literature etc. Because of their specialisation they 

possess very specific competences and functions, in relation to the event they are 

connected. Thus, they have a high amount of cultural capital (due to high degree of 

cultural consumption), they are in close connection to the prime target audience, and 

they have a great impact on the external profile of the event.  

 

In the case of SOD, the jury group consists of two journalists who are specifically 

working with and personally interested in music: Andreas Gstettner from the alternative 
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radio channel; FM4 (comparable to the Danish P3 and British BBC radio 1), and 

Manuel Fronhofer, from the culture magazine; The Gap (comparable to the Danish 

Gaffa or Soundvenue, or the Rolling Stone Magazine), with a big focus on music. 

Having one person from each of the two most recognised providers of contemporary 

alternative pop music in Austria, functions, as an stamp of approval of the SOD-brand. 

Since they transfer a high amount of symbolic capital to SOD. They help attract the 

foreign and local delegates due to the power they posses, with their close relationship 

to the prime consumers.  

 

In relation to SOD, I will argue that the strategic involvement of journalists from FM4 

and The Gap transfer symbolic capital to SOD, and thereby has a great impact on the 

artistic profile of SOD. The two music journalists function as tastemakers, because the 

music consumers follow them in order to hear and read about new music. Therefore, 

they provide a direct connection to the prime audience, and the audience who are most 

likely show up for the event and who are most likely to follow the presented bands. This 

is an effect that can generate great value. The cultural producer can thereby make use 

of the art journalistʼs symbolic capital to shape the artistic profile and image of the 

event in the public. It also means that because of the power that these journalist 

posses, when it comes to the influence of the local taste, it makes sense to let them 

have influence on the artistic profile, because it would require a too big and risky effort 

not to and would also go against the pull principle.  

 

The kind of promotion the cultural producer can expect to get out of the art journalist is 

articles that focus only on the art. This is for instance shown by Gstettnerʼs review of 

SPOT festival 2012 (Gstettner 2013). He reports on the music and the quality of it. 

Furthermore, Gstettner also holds an important position as he can provide airplay on 

the radio of the selected bands. 

 

Self-motivated 

When considering the motivation of specified art journalists like Gstettner and 

Fronhofer, I will argue, that they are dependent on having access to new art, as this is 

a premise for their work. This means that when MXD offers access to the newest 

Danish music, this can be a great opportunity for them to accumulate cultural capital. 

They can transform their knowledge of Danish music into radio programs or articles 
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and reviews, which are their bread-and-butter. The offer of cultural capital is therefore 

of great significance when attracting these art journalists. The means that the cultural 

producer, when approaching the potential art journalist juror, he/she must consider if 

he/she can offer the journalist access to useful cultural capitals. Otherwise it might be 

hard to attract these people. 

 

The dependency on accessibility to new music also influences their long-term 

motivation. Compared to the journalists (discussed later on) whose focus is not fully on 

the music, the art specialised journalist is more or less self motivated by the constant 

flow of new music, which is internalised in the concept with the yearly trip to SPOT 

Festival. The new music in itself has novelty value, which makes it relevant for these 

journalists to continue to be interested in the project. They do not need a new angle in 

the same way as the journalist who is interested in the alternative story of Aarhus or 

music export. Gstettner and Fronhofer have thus been attached to SOD for every year, 

which is an indication of the continuous relevance for them to participate. 

 

In spite of the fact that cultural capital and the access to new art is a big attractor to art 

journalists; this would be too simple an analysis of their motivations as the other 

capitals (social, symbolic, and economic) and positioning also have interest. In that 

regard, Gstettner and Fronhofer are clear examples of how people working in the 

creative industries are working in a mix of business and pleasure. They are a kind of 

professional music fans and because of their passion and devotion to music, they take 

part of the struggle in the field, in order to be able to position themselves so they can 

make a living from their passion. Therefore, it makes no sense to try to differentiate if 

they work for artʼs sake or businessʼ sake. Gstettner (interview 2013) explains in the 

interview, that he is both a “music freak (…) (who) always had the feeling or mission to 

say to people what they should listen to”, but that he also joins SOD for the networking 

possibilities. This relates back to Eikhof & Haunschild (2006) who argue that actors are 

covering their business intentions, with their bohemian lifestyle. However, in this 

situation Gstettner automatically legitimises his business intentions (networking and 

positioning), as this is a gateway for him to access new music, which is his passion. 

Because of his vocation to tell other people what music to listen to, this has a relation 

to his enthusiasm for the jury membership. In his world it gives prestige to be given the 

power to decide a concert-program, and therefore he strives for it. The focus of 
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positioning is again covered or blurred in the interview, when he states the satisfaction 

he gets when he can see that he can make a difference for a bandʼs career.  

 

Taming the art journalist 

It is important for the cultural producer to be aware that the more the specific art form 

matters to a journalist, the more they have at stake, when investing their reputation and 

time in a cultural project. Gstettner and Fronhofer are music freaks, therefore it is very 

important for them to choose the right bands, because it falls back on their reputation 

or integrity as a reliable music provider. When I asked them about the criteria they were 

selecting bands from, they both referred to firstly their personal tastes and criteria for 

what they think is good quality music. Later on, they put the bands in the context of 

SOD, and evaluated if the bandsʼ live performances fit the location, and how they would 

fit in the three-stage rocket dramaturgy.  

 

Meisner and Buhl (interview 2013) both mention how one SOD edition in Brussels went 

bad, because of the wrong constellation of bands. They argue that this was partly 

caused by specialised music journalists, and their tendency to choose the weird arty 

bands, or to choose the hyped bands, to show their refined taste or that they are “on 

the beat”. These are “music nerds” (ibid.), who choose bands for selfish reasons, rather 

than thinking of the context, that the bands must fit an audience. 

 

What differs in the case of Gstettner and Fronhofer, who also are music nerds and 

have a reputation to nurse as a music journalist, is that they find it more prestigious to 

be able to please a demanding audience with the right music experience. They prefer 

to put their name on a successful event, and then compromise on their personal taste. 

They find more prestige in knowing what people like, and in giving them a good 

experience, than exposing their own refined music taste. They would also risk more by 

choosing bands that are too weird for the audience, as the audience recognises every 

time a tastemaker impresses the consumer by his/her cultural capital. 

 

Buhl and Meisner (interview 2013) both explain, that the difference between the 

Brussels SOD and the Vienna version is, that Tschürtz has implemented the concept of 

the three-stage rocket dramaturgy. In the Vienna version, the music freak journalists 

like Gstettner and Fronhoferʼs refined music taste (which comes from their great 
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consumption of cultural capital and thus can be way ahead of the audienceʼs 

consumption level) has been “tamed”, so it can be utilised to attract an audience, in 

stead of the opposite, which would happen if the music is too alternative. This 

underlines the importance of having a certain concept for the event, which the cultural 

producer can make use of in situations, where the art specific journalistʼs cultural 

expertise must be directed or tamed in order to reach the aims of the event. 

 

Another aspect that can be drawn from this is that if the aim of the event were to have 

e.g. a festival for experimental art, then it would be better to make full use of the 

cultural capitals that these types of journalists possess, instead of taming this. If it was 

an event with the objective to experiment for both the cultural producer and the 

consumers, then they both agree, that this includes the risk of bad experiences. Thus, 

restrictions would clash with experimentation.  

 

Characteristics: 

• Produce music focused articles and radio shows about the specific art, like 

reviews. 

• Possess high cultural capital, in the form of refined music taste from music 

consumption. 

• Attracted and long-term motivated by the access to cultural capital, which 

secures their job. 

• Influence on the artistic profile of event, due to the symbolic capital from their 

work of place. 

• Provides direct connection to target audience. 

• High motivation and investment, due to the prestige in the jury membership. 

 

3.2.2.2 The culture journalist as juror 
The next journalist position I have found covers the journalists who are interested in the 

broader cultural perspective that relate to the cultural production. The position is 

inspired by the cultural editor in chief Gerald Heidegger and his colleague Simon 

Hadler at the national broadcasting channel ORF.  
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What characterises Heidegger is that he is crazy about Danish culture in general. Not 

just music, but also film, lifestyle etc. This is reflected in his articles in this relation, that 

concern for instance Aarhus as a city that brands itself through pop music (Heidegger 

2012a, 2012b). His broader focus reflects the media of “orf.at” which is a public service 

media station, and therefore must provide articles that have a broader sweep than the 

articles of the art journalist. In spite of this, the cultural journalist, in the form of the two 

“orf.at” journalists, appeals to a larger amount of readers. Readers who might not join 

the SOD event, but who potentially will become aware of the brand, which in this case 

also was part of the aim to establish Danish music as a quality brand.  

 

They provide indirect marketing for related fields, that the cultural producer can make 

use of in order to satisfy the stakeholders. When Heidegger writes a story about 

Aarhus as a nice city to visit, the Danish Ministry of Culture and also the council of 

Aarhus are satisfied, as their reason to support besides generating export is to 

generate good publicity about Denmark. 

 

What makes the cultural journalists different from the others, when looking at Hadler 

and Heidegger, is that both mention that besides their personal impression of a band, 

they are influenced by their professional duties when they select bands for SOD. It is 

important for them that the bands contain some interesting stories to write. Heidegger 

mentions how the band Eclectic Moniker was interesting, because of their special mix 

of indie and calypso music, which he had never heard before, or how he likes Aarhusʼ 

cultural lifestyle is like. Hadler also mentions how he specifically thinks in the 

picturesque potential of the act. Are they entertaining to look at? Can they attract clicks 

on the website? (Hadler 2013). These journalists with the cultural approach have an 

important function to select bands, that fit the media, and thereby the potential to 

initiate a spin-off coverage. 

 

The cultural journalist as a juror is thus motivated by the “good story”. If there is no 

story besides the music in itself, their presence is hard to legitimise as work, but seems 

more like vacation. This means, that if Heidegger had not had his personal interest in 

Danish cultural in general, his motivation for being a juror depended on a steady feed 

from MXD of alternative stories besides the music. This would be a situation that 

requires a lot of energy from the cultural producer. Steiner (interview 2013) explains 
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how the SOD concept faces future problems in keeping up the novelty value for the 

journalists, if they do not do something radically different to the concept of SOD after 

four years.  

 

Heideggerʼs personal interest in Danish culture together with his relatively high position 

in the cultural department really makes a difference for his objectives for being a juror. 

He does not have as much at stake as the others, since he is not a music journalist, 

whose reputation is directly related to the choice of music, therefore he is freer from the 

positioning struggle. However his jury membership reinforces his position as a person 

with influence, a tastemaker, which can be of great value for his reputation. 

 

Characteristics: 

• Produce additional culture related articles with branding value. 

• Select bands that are good for the medias, and thereby create media spin-off. 

• High social capital in terms of readers, and thereby important for brand 

awareness. 

• Motivated by the good story 

 

3.2.2.3 The journalist juror of business and politics 
In the SOD case, I have noticed a position of the journalist juror who is interested in 

telling the alternative version of the event, with no connection to the quality of arts, but 

instead more interested in telling the business or political (B&P) side of the event. The 

cultural producer can use this kind of journalist to promote a certain aspect that can 

satisfy the stakeholders, who are satisfied with economic and political distinctions. The 

B&P journalist juror is therefore less important for audience attraction and more 

important for securing the financial support that follows when stakeholders are 

satisfied. 

 

The position of the journalist of B&P is inspired by Holger Fleischmann who is a 

journalist at the respected Austrian newspaper Die Presse. He was only included in the 

jury one time. He was specifically interested in writing about the music export strategy 

of MXD, since Austria never had succeeded in music export initiatives (Fleischmann 

interview 2013). He explains, that a music festival in Denmark (SPOT Festival) has no 
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interest and relevance to his readers, however the section of “Creative Industries” in 

Die Presse was fit for an article about the export strategy of MXD (Fleischmann 2010). 

In including a B&P journalist as juror, the cultural producer must have a certain 

objective. The potential strategic effect of including Fleischmann as a juror was to get 

the strategy of SOD promoted as a successful way to do music export for a small 

country. The article that Fleischmann wrote about this is valuable for the cultural 

producer to prove that the work of MXD is recognised by others around the world. 

Thus, the article can be used as a proof of relevance to the important financial 

stakeholders, such as the Danish Artʼs Counsel/The Danish Ministry of Culture, who 

support MXD.   

 

The motivation of a B&P journalist differs remarkably form the art and culture oriented 

journalists. There are a couple reasons for this. In the case of Fleischmann, his 

motivation is influenced by his narrow focus on the story of the export strategy. 

Fleischmann makes clear that he had another approach than the other jurors when 

selecting bands. He did not choose a band based on whether or not they could be 

popular and sell well in Austria, but considered more if they impressed him personally. 

Additionally, Fleischmann (interview 2013) also states that he has no special interest in 

Danish music (contrary to Heidegger), and also that he was not flattered by being 

asked to be a juror. As I see it, this is an indication that he has less at stake since he is 

not dependant on being a journalist with a good taste in music, in the same way as the 

art and culture journalists are. If he was dependant on this, he might have considered 

pleasing the target audience to a bigger degree. However, his function is not to attract 

an audience, but to promote the strategy and the work of MXD. As he only has one 

intention, which is to get the story, he is only relevant as a juror for one edition. It would 

simply be a waste of resources for the cultural producer to feed him with new stories. 

Therefore the B&P journalist should only be used for one edition, if they do not find a 

new focus for the next edition themselves. They work as a one-timer juror, who has 

one aim, and then they are out. 

 

In the selection process, Fleischmann explains how none of the bands he chose, were 

selected to play at SOD. As I see it, this is due to the approach he takes when 

selecting based solely on his own personal taste, with no regard for the audience and 

the concept of SOD. As he is less situated in the earlier described doxa of “Danish 
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music is cool” and thereby not within the same struggle, this influences his position in 

the jury group. Therefore, his vote has less influence. This is assumable due to his aim, 

which has nothing to do with promoting the bands.  

 

I would argue that this means, that the B&P journalist juror has less valuable 

competences in selecting the right bands, both because they have little at stake, but 

also because they are far away from the potential audience, who will show up. 

Nonetheless, they can be very useful in order to accomplish specific aims, especially to 

promote the alternative B&P angel on the concept, which can satisfy certain 

stakeholders 

 

Characteristics: 

• Produces articles about the alternative, non-artistic side of the event.  

• High symbolic capital, which can be useful to satisfy founding stakeholders. 

• Motivated by specific story, not the specific art form, which makes them hard to 

motivate in the long-term, and should therefore be used only one time. 

• Risks standing out of the doxa, which gives less influence in the jury. 

 

3.2.3 Other relevant juror positions? 
My empirical studies of the SOD Vienna jury are only examples of potential positions 

that the cultural producer can organise a jury towards. Hence, I would argue that other 

stereotypes of tastemakers exist, but due to my predominantly empirical discourse of 

analysis, I will settle by putting three other jury positions into perspective that would be 

obvious for further investigation. 

• An investigation for Internet bloggers as jurors would be relevant. To include a 

respected art blogger in a jury represents great authenticity and is a stamp of 

approval that the event stands for good quality. 

• Artist as jurors are also a relevant tastemaker to include, which is seen in several 

examples (e.g. film prize juries (Mathieu & Bertelsen 2011). They possess great 

promotion skills towards the public as celebrities and as a representation of the 

artistic profile. 
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• Cultural businessmen, as a more precise group within cultural intermediaries, 

represented by venue managers, agents and festival bookers, could also provide a 

construction position in the jury. 

•  

3.2.4 Composition of the perfect jury 
With the above analysis of the different positions that I have found in the SOD case, I 

will finish off this chapter by elaborating on what the cultural producer must consider, 

when composing a jury. 

 

To consider the perfect tastemaker as one person, will in most cases be too inefficient. 

Perhaps for smaller events, the cultural producer only needs one person to benefit from 

the positions that the tastemaker has, but when talking about events with the 

complexity and size of SOD, the perfect tastemaker is most likely a construction of 

different tastemakers with different positions in the field. Mathieu & Bertelsen (2011, 6-

7) explains that film prize “(…) juries are composed on a principle of breadth”. And that 

"Diversity is sought to ʻbalkanizeʼ the jury, so that no single perspective, occupation, or 

socio-demographic group can dominate the process, at least from the outset.” 

 

The principle of breadth and the benefits of diversity are also salient for the 

composition of the SOD jury, but what differs when compared to a film prize jury is how 

the diversity is planned with the strategic aims of generating media attention, brand 

establishment, and finding a band that can sell in the territory. A film prize jury is 

composed to represent the whole industry, so the prizes can be said to have been fairly 

handed out. The difference is also that the SOD jury is not in the publicsʼ or audienceʼs 

interest, in the same way as a film prize jury can be. Meisner (Interview 2013) explains 

that only the Danish delegates have interest in who is in the jury. The Danish delegates 

want the choice to be fair and based on the export potentials of the band, and make 

sure that the band is chosen without a juror having personal business interest in the 

band. However, political considerations like this are important to do, since the integrity 

of the cultural producer, the organisation, and the jury is at stake.  

 

The different positions that a tastemaker can take in a jury have different overall 

benefits that the cultural producer must manage to utilise. In a complex event like SOD, 
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the key juror is the first and most important tastemaker for the cultural producer to find. 

The key juror must be in a position, where he/she is able to initiate all aims of the event 

e.g. by attracting other tastemakers who can fill the positions that can achieve the 

wanted aims. After finding the key juror, I will describe the job of the cultural manager 

to be like a chefʼs, who has a dish that needs to be spiced with the right ingredients to 

taste well. On the foundation of the right motivation and capitals, the cultural producer 

can compose a jury group that potentially can fulfil the aims. A further in-depth 

investigation of different constellations of the tastemakers as jurors is hard to make 

though, as this is highly contextual. However, my tastemaker analysis has shown some 

characteristics of the relevant positions, and some structures and mechanisms in the 

dynamics of the positions that the cultural manager can be directed by when 

composing a jury. 

 

What is clear is how the symbolic communication between the tastemakersʼ 

professional position influences on the brand and profile of the event. This means that 

the cultural producer can position the brand of the production through the tastemakersʼ 

position and like Bourdieu (2008) argues, that capitals can be transferred.  

 

In the case of SOD, MXD has from the beginning had an aim of generating business by 

establishing a brand, and hosting networking possibilities. Therefore it is relevant to 

include tastemakers who can attract the industry and direct the artistic profile by 

selecting art that can sell. In the composition, the cultural producer can make use of the 

category of various journalists and their specific position, rather efficiently, when it 

comes to reaching different target groups. If the cultural producer aims at using a jury 

to create publicity, then there are great possibilities to compose a jury with celebrities, 

who are in a favourable position to communicate their taste and transfer their symbolic 

capital to a less known artist since, if a consumer likes the famous artist, the consumer 

most likely also likes the music that the famous artists recommend. 

  

These are just a few examples of causal relations, that a cultural producer can 

compose a jury, in accordance with the aims of the event. 
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3.3 Sub-conclusion 
With the above analysis and description of the different positions I have found by 

interviewing the Vienna SOD jurors and the MXD staff I have found that the perfect 

tastemaker most likely is a constellation of different tastemakers. 

 

Overall the perfect tastemaker as a whole constellation, to be used in cultural 

productions can be described as one who: 

 

• Has a personal devotion or interest to the specific art of the event in question, 

but also a motivation for positioning and capital accumulation. 

• Is on the rise of his/her career. 

• Has a high amount of symbolic capital, either from his/her place of work, or 

because of personality. 

• Has a high amount of social capital in terms of network B2B or B2C. 

• Has a high amount of cultural capital in terms expertise on the local consumers. 

 

 Furthermore I have found and described the positions of: 

• The key juror and the supplementing key juror 

• The journalist jurors: the art journalist, the cultural journalist, and the B&P 

journalist. 

Additional I have found three other relevant positions that could have relevance for 

further investigation, namely: the blogger, the artist, and the cultural businessman 

 

All tastemakers possess different characteristics in terms of functions, capitals, and 

motivation that the cultural producer can make use of in order to organise the jurors so 

they fulfil the aims of the event. Through my analysis, the following overall structures 

and mechanisms are revealed. 

 

1) The more the juror professionally has at stake or has a personal interest in the 

art in question, the easier it is for the cultural producer to motivate the juror. The 

juror has more at stake the closer he/she is involved in the specific art, this 

being businesswise (potential capital and positioning) or/and artistically (the 

devotion to the art). 
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The above causality refers to how the art journalist and the key juror appear as the 

most enthusiastic of the jurors in the long-term (involved in all four editions), which 

might have a relation to the capitals at stake and their reputation investment, which 

gets more intensive, the more the juror is involved. It also refers to Heidegger, who is 

motivated by his big love of Danish culture, even though he does not strive for 

positioning and capital accumulation in the same way as the others. 

 

2) The causality continues as; the more the juror is involved in the commercial and 

artistic assessment of the art, the more they tend to include and consider the 

audience/consumersʼ experience as important in their selection approach. This 

is due to the fact that the jurors are more dependent on the consumersʼ 

satisfaction, which makes the jurors please them.  

 

Tschürtz is pleasing the audience, as this is his job as a production partner. He is 

dependent on the number of people in the audience, as this means money and raises 

his symbolic capital as a skilled cultural producer in the field. Gstettner and Fronhofer 

depend on stating their reputation as trustworthy music providers, which is not the 

same situation as Fleischmannʼs, who also lacks interest in Danish music, and thereby 

stands out of the social arenaʼs doxa and struggle. Because the SOD audience is the 

target audience for Tschürtz, Gstettner, and Fronhofer, they value them, whereas 

Fleischmann has another target group, who do not care about what band he chooses, 

in the same way as the three others. 

 

Even though most of the SOD jurors select bands in a mix of their own taste and taking 

the audience into account, MXD has also experienced how the egos of especially the 

art journalists, can make them select bands because of their weirdness or because of 

their hype. Or like Fleischmann, who has no reason to do anything but to select from 

his personal taste, as his target readers do not have interest in the music but the B&P 

view. To secure a more harmonic constellation between the bands, the cultural 

producer can instil the key juror with the function of curating, directing, and managing 

the other jurorsʼ choices of bands. In the case of SOD, Tschürtz has done this through 

the three-stage rocket dramaturgy. 
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When the cultural producer composes a jury, he/she must first of all find a key juror, 

who can ensure that the cultural producerʼs aims are achieved and who can attract the 

other tastemakers to participate in the project. Through the total symbolic value of the 

jury the cultural producer should be able to utilise the tastemakersʼ position to position 

the brand in the local market,  

 

3.4 Managing tastemakers - strategic dilemmas of the cultural 
producer 
 
In this chapter, I will investigate the research question of how to manage the perfect 

tastemaker. I will do this by elaborating on some strategic dilemmas I have found, that 

the cultural producer must consider when using tastemakers. 

 

A strategy is set to control future uncertainty and to achieve certain aims, which means 

that a strategy is working over a period of time. Guided by my methodology of critical 

realism I will therefore investigate the strategic dilemmas by looking at the SOD 

strategy over time. The time perspective is according to Archer (1998) relevant, as 

there is a constantly developing interplay between agents and structures, which makes 

it important to consider how the social relations influence the strategy from edition to 

edition. Therefore a strategy must able to accommodate the changes. Buhl (Interview 

2013), the project manager from MXD, supports Archerʼs theory of critical realism, by 

stating that the strategy behind SOD “ (…) is not static”, but then adds that “ (…) there 

are some fundamental principles that are useful, which you can reuse.”  

 

With this statement in mind, I will in the following chapter elaborate on some 

fundamental aspects of the SOD model about how to manage tastemakers, and 

discuss what managerial dilemma the aspects place the cultural producer in. Dilemmas 

that the cultural producer must consider and manage when using a tastemakers as a 

strategic tool in cultural productions, in order to be successful. Furthermore evaluating 

the SOD model in a time perspective is important, as the strategy has shown its 

strengths when repeated.  
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3.4.1 Group dynamics - replacement of jurors or not  
The first topic I will elaborate on is a question of how to manage the group dynamics of 

the jury. The question of for how long a juror should be member of group.  

 

The Vienna SOD jury group has had different sizes and constellations during the past 

four editions, but the most successful constellation has consisted of five to six people. 

The jury has had a core consisting of; Tschürtz, Steiner, Fronhofer and Gstettner for all 

four editions and Heidegger who has been affiliated for three editions. Hadler and 

Fleischmann have only been affiliated for single editions.  

 

For a film prize jury, it is, for political reasons, important to renew jurors, approximately 

every year, since speculations of favouritism can occur (Mathieu & Bertelsen 2011). To 

a question about when, if, and how to renew the jury, Meisner (Interview 2013) states a 

dilemma: “The jury must be renewed, but maybe it is also stupid to change something 

that works.” By this dilemma, Meisner indicates that, the benefits of having experienced 

jurors, who know what the concept is all about, are more profitable than renewing the 

whole jury for every edition. He explains, that this dilemma occurs because of a lack of 

qualified jurors, who possess the right interest in Danish music and the right capitals. 

He mentions that competent tastemakers are rare, even though being a SOD juror is 

attractive in the Austrian music industry (ibid.). Another situation, which requires a 

replacement, is if the juror is beginning to choose acts from personal financial interest, 

as this risks the integrity of the jury and the brand of the production. A second 

reasoning for renewal of jurors is for the purpose of achieving special aims like 

satisfying certain stakeholders, like the case was with Fleischmann. In this case, the 

juror is most likely to be replaced after one edition, as their motivation is hard to keep 

for more than one edition. 

 

Overall this means, that the cultural producer must consider the political view from the 

outside when evaluating whether to renew jury members, in order to maintain the 

integrity and legitimacy of the brand. When using juries as a non-public marketing tool 

like SOD (contrary to the above film prize jury), the jurorʼs motivation for the field is 

essential to consider. A juror shall only be in the jury, if he/she appreciates it, otherwise 

it will require too many resources for the cultural producer to motivate them individually. 

The cultural producer must also consider the internal aspect in the jury, as the jurorsʼ 
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overall competence and understanding of the concept most likely will improve with 

experience. However, as the following chapter will show, some problems can occur 

with time, when the jurors are affiliated for a long period. 

 

3.4.2 Creating co-ownership – The balancing act of push and pull  
The second topic I will elaborate on is the question of how the cultural producer can 

create and manage the jurorsʼ co-ownership feeling for the project, which, it has been 

argued from MXDʼs side, is crucial to achieving success. MXD has created the co-

ownership feeling by using the pull strategy as a way to establish the concept by 

handing out power to the jurors. I will in this chapter look at what happens with the pull 

strategy over time, and discuss how push  initiatives can be useful to create a balance, 

so the cultural producer will not lose control of the event.   

 

Creating and implementing a co-ownership-feeling for the event in every participant, is 

one of the elementary keys to success with the SOD model. This feeling will make 

every participant yield their best to add and create value (the forms of capitals) for the 

event, which they potentially can convert at a later stage. The co-ownership is based 

on a principle that all the partners must have something at stake. This, I have argued, 

is mainly created by the pull strategy approach, that empowers the jurors to select the 

bands. The co-ownership feeling is also created by working with jurors and staff, who 

are on the rise in their careers and thereby hungry for positioning and/or who at the 

same time have a personal devotion to the field of art. The co-ownership feeling is also 

including the chosen acts and the Danish delegates, who all have to pay a share of the 

transportation and accommodation expenses. This makes everybody share the same 

doxa that forms a meaningful social area to struggle within. However, MXD has 

experienced that over time, the pull strategy has its limitations, which comes from the 

nature of pull. The empowerment of the tastemakers has a motivational effect, due to 

the prestige of selecting bands, and the positioning potentials. But over a period of 

time, the empowerment can also make it difficult for the cultural producer to control and 

manage the project towards its aims. The problem emerges if the partner gets too 

much ownership of the project, and for instance makes decisions without enquiring the 

cultural producer. To regain control of the event the cultural producer can balance the 

pull strategy, by implementing some push initiatives.  
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As earlier stated, Lull (2007) argues that push and pull compliment each other, and are 

dependant on each other to work successfully (cf. 2.1.3). What the SOD case reveals 

is that the empowering pull strategy works great in the establishing of the event, when 

expertise and brand recognition on the local market are needed for the cultural 

producer. But from edition to edition the risk is that the empowered tastemaker (which 

especially is connected to the key juror, since this person is the one with the most 

involvement and responsibility) takes ownership of a position that the cultural producer 

has no control over. Meisner (interview 2013) mentions that this was about to be 

problematic with Tschürtz, since he also had a business interest in some of the bands 

he chose (his motivation for being underpaid), but since the jury all voted for this band, 

it was a minor problem. However, it can be hard to prove to the Danish delegates that 

this was the case. In other words, this shows a potential paradox in the strategy. The 

carrot of positioning that MXD offers the jurors and which makes the project possible, 

can also make the jury incompetent or at least threaten the integrity of the event and 

the jury. It is a problem if the cultural producer cannot protect the jurorʼs positioning and 

business interests, as this is their motivational reasoning for participating, but it is also 

a problem if their interests make them chose acts, whom they have business intentions 

with.  

 

The reaction from MXDʼs side has been to implement push initiatives in the selection 

process, in order to get more influence on the project. However, the risk of push 

initiatives is, that it might demotivate the jurors as this can work as a violation or 

critique of their competences to choose the right music.  

 

Implementing push initiatives - The wildcard example 

The push initiative that MXD wants to implement in the future fifth edition of SOD in 

Vienna is to have the power to choose one of the three bands playing, without the 

jurorsʼ involvement. Inspired by the sports world, I name this initiative “the wildcard”, 

which is a concept used by the organisers to invite a participant who has not qualified 

for a tournament, but instead possesses an interesting talent or value to the 

competition. The wildcard initiative constitutes a great example of the complexities and 

sensitivity that a cultural producer must operate within to gain control without offending 

the tastemakers. 
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MXD has during the first four editions of SOD been undergoing an establishing 

process. After having made four editions of SOD in Vienna, MXD (as a whole 

organisation) now has a clear impression of the territoryʼs consumers and music 

industry people. They have been closely involved during the whole establishment, and 

posses thereby a great amount of experience and knowledge that, it can be argued, 

would be a waste not to include in the selection process. It can be argued, that MXD 

has used the jurorsʼ positions to position MXD, as a legitimate and powerful 

organisation, whose special force and position is to be the gateway into a the Danish 

music market and a gateway to access all the new music coming from Denmark. The 

wildcard initiative was accidentally tried out in the fourth edition, as one band had to 

cancel after being selected. MXD recommended a band that did not play at SPOT 

Festival (Broken Twin), but the jurors agreed anyway that the band fit the program. 

This indicates the position that MXD is in, which also can be described as a tastemaker 

for the local industry, who might find it interesting to see what surprise act MXD pulls 

out of the hat. Fronhofer warns however that:  

 

It is okay (that MXD chooses a band) when there is a cancellation, but it would 

make no sense to send the jury to SPOT Festival to pick out bands, and then 

not make use of them (Fronhofer interview 2013, 44 min). 

 

Fronhoferʼs statement indicates the problem or risk of wielding push initiatives that are 

not, to him, meaningfully implemented. This indicates the caution that MXD must show 

when balancing the strategy. Even though MXD is the organiser, Fronhofer has 

attained a sort of ownership of SOD that, strictly speaking, makes him feel provoked or 

intimidated if his position is undermined or actually made worthless. 

 

Fronhoferʼs reservations are supported by the problematic of MXD deciding acts, as 

this is exactly what MXD must distance from. MXD is legitimised as experts on 

facilitating music business and not as music experts. If MXD acts as cultural 

tastemaker preferring one band to another, this position can jeopardise their essential 

position and integrity as being a disinterested publicly supported organisation. MXD 

must therefore legitimise an initiative like the wildcard rule, by arguing that they are 
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competent to choose an act because of their business potentials in the territory. This 

position is again legitimised through a repeatedly successful and popular SOD event.  

 

To put this situation in a broader perspective, this means, that the cultural producer can 

make use of the pull approach in the implementation of the event, in order to position in 

an unknown field. Later, push acts can be useful to implement in order to manage and 

regain control of the event, and optimise the project structure. When implementing 

push initiatives the cultural producer must be in a position that legitimises the 

intervention of power. If not, the risk is to demotivate or provoke the involved 

tastemakers, and thereby break the foundation of the strategy. For this reason I would 

argue that implementing push initiatives should be considered by the cultural producer 

if is worth the effort. The demands a lot of managerial resources to secure a that the 

push initiative does not harm more than it benefits. When push acts are necessary it 

might be a sign of that the project has served its time. 
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4 DISCUSSION 

4.1 What difference does tastemakers make? 
Over the course of its first four editions, SOD in Vienna has proved to be a great 

success for the organisers MXD. This is both in relation to the three aims of fostering 

business and network between the two nationsʼ industries (and promote the three 

selected acts), achieving media attention, and branding Denmark as a nation with 

interesting music (however all aims are difficult to measure). But more relevant for the 

cultural producer, the event has also proved to be a great audience success with 

growing audience interest, which set the record at 600 attendees for the 2013 edition 

(Binger 2013). Since attracting a big audience was not a leading priority originally, I 

thus find it interesting to discuss how a cultural production, that originally is made to 

benefit the economic logics and furthermore is organised by people who are driven by 

positioning and capital accumulation, developed to be an audience success? What 

difference has the strategic use of tastemakers had? 

  

The tastemakersʼ position in relation to the success of SOD is interesting to discuss, as 

they generally seem to have an authentic motivation for working with the arts, but also 

a deep motivation for making a living by commercialising the arts. In spite of this 

commercial approach to arts, how do tastemakers keep a trustworthy position towards 

the predominantly romantic cultural consumers, who are attracted to events that are 

made and promoted on the artistic logics? (Hesmondhalgh 2013) (cf.2.1.1) 

How SOD turned into to be an audience success, even though it originally was made to 

generate business, if a discussion of the relations between art and commerce. The 

relationship becomes interesting when looking at the statement by Bourdieu that is 

refined by Eikhof and Haunschild, who argue for the risk of damaging the art, if 

economic logics get too powerful in the creative process. 

  

Any activity related to managing and marketing artistic practices thus 

endangers the very resources required for the production of art: artistic logics, 

the motivation to produce lʼart pour lʼart. (Eikhof & Haunschild 2007, 533) 
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A statement, that relates to Frey and Osterloh (2000) who argue, that extrinsic 

motivations (i.e. contracts and rewards) can crowd-out intrinsic motivations (i.e. fun, 

learning, and art for artʼs sake) (Lorenzen & Frederiksen 2005). Meaning that, if an 

organisation or a project is managed by extrinsic norms, then it risks demotivating or 

intimidating people who are intrinsically motivated, and hence endanger the creative 

productivity. 

  

My discussion will take the above quote as a point of departure to discuss and explore 

the reverse causality, namely; if economic logics (extrinsic motivation) also can work as 

a motivator for creative productivity that benefits and develops the quality of a cultural 

production. I will discuss two scenarios from the SOD-case:  

 

1) How is it possible, that the economic motivation of the cultural producers and 

tastemakers can be useful to develop the quality of the art?  

 

2) How can a cultural production made with the aim of generating business B2B, turn 

into an audience success? And what impact does strategic usage of tastemakers have 

on this? 

 

1) Economic logics as motivation for creative productivity  

The SOD-case questions Eikhof and Haunschildʼs above statement that if economic 

logics dominate the production of art, this would endanger the artistic motivation for 

creative productivity. This is a statement that contradicts the idea that being motivated 

by economic logics can benefit the artistic quality. However, I will now discuss if the 

SOD case shows that economic incentives can develop the artistic quality of the 

cultural production.  

 

The organisers of SOD (MXD and the key juror/production partner; INK MUSIC) are 

both highly motivated by the economic logics of practice (positioning and capital 

accumulation and creation), more explicitly than the group of journalist jurors, who are 

more motivated and dependant on having an interesting story to publish. MXD are 

motivated by economic logics because they are only legitimised as organisation, if they 

foster export, and Tschürtz is so because his company is built on signing new 

promising artists and promoting and setting up concerts. I will argue, that this is what 
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turns their attention and creativity towards creating a great audience experience, as 

they see the potential economic benefits that follow if many people attend to SOD.  

 

For this reason, they are motivated to develop the concept, so it improves the overall 

audience experience. Such a development is exemplified by the three-stage rocket 

dramaturgy as a way to optimise the composition of bands. A development that; on the 

one hand neglects art for artʼs sake, as it favours bands that fit into the concept and 

has the possibility to sell in the given territory, rather than choosing the bands that the 

jurors personally consider the best. On the other hand, the three bands put together 

should foster a greater overall artistic experience of the event, and avoid that the three 

bandsʼ genres clash, as it happened to do in Brussels one edition. This type of situation 

could potentially damage the future reputation and success of the event.  

 

Nonetheless, this shows the apparent paradox that cultural intermediaries are working 

within, as they work within the boundaries of combining art and commerce. This 

situation is what blurs the discussion if tastemakers as intrinsically or extrinsically 

motivated. In defence of Eikhof and Haunschildʼs claim, that artistic logics must be 

safeguarded “(…) in order to delimit the influence of economic logics.” (Eikhof & 

Haunschild 2007), I must include my earlier point in the discussion, about that cultural 

intermediaries must possess some kind of devotion to the art that they work with, in 

order to be successful (cf.2.2). This is a general characteristic of my informants, both 

the tastemakers and also the MXD staff. I have asserted, that they fundamentally all 

are in the music business because they love music. For this reason, they strive for, and 

feel proud to produce a concert with a high artistic level. On the other hand, supporting 

the hypothesis that economic motivations can benefit the artistic quality is, in this case, 

the fact that especially the key juror, and also the other jurors, are chosen on the 

criteria of being on the rise in their career, thereby motivated and hungry for the 

possibility to position themselves and accumulate capitals (a characteristic of the 

perfect tastemaker). However, this still makes it hard to distinguish if Tschürtz works 

underpaid from intrinsic motivations (the devotion to the arts) or extrinsic (the possibility 

to position himself and capital accumulation). 

 

Therefore I will argue, that the ultimate motivation of the cultural producer and the 

tastemakers must be to succeed in making a cultural production with a high artistic 
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level, which is also profitable. The motivation of being able to utilise and optimise the 

relation between art and commerce is what makes both a good cultural producer and 

also what makes a tastemaker useful as a strategic tool. Supporting this, Eikhof and 

Haunschild (2006 & 2007) mention that successful theatre actors and managers show 

entrepreneurially/economically driven tendencies when creating networks and by self-

promoting. In other words, being good at balancing art and commerce can be regarded 

at a part of the struggle in the field of creative industries.  

 

The SOD-case constitutes an example of how the boundaries between art and 

commerce are blurring when analysing cultural producersʼ and tastemakersʼ motivation 

for working. A relation, that I would argue is enhanced by the specific context, that SOD 

presents music that is not meant to be “mainstream stadium music for the masses”, but 

more presents new alternative pop music. If the social arena of cultural intermediaries 

were working with huge sales in music and concerts, I would imagine, that the artistic 

logics of practice would be harder to find, and the economic incentives of the 

tastemakers would shine clearly. The tastemakers in this social arena are at a stage, 

where the drive for working with music still has vital importance for their work 

motivation.  

  

This proves, that managing the arts by cultivating the economic logics does not 

necessarily endanger the motivation for creative production. This shows the difference 

between the creative production of artists, and the creative production of cultural 

intermediaries, even though artists also must make use of the economic logics of 

practice. In the social arena of cultural intermediaries, succeeding in combining art and 

commerce is of great motivation for creative production.  

 

I would argue, that cultural intermediaries possess an important position as the last part 

of the artistic production process. This position can secure that the art is relevant for 

the consumers. This can be due to their motivation for optimising the relations between 

art and commerce, which can develop the qualities of arts, when it comes to presenting 

the art for the consumers. This function is also what makes the SOD jury in Vienna 

successful, as they in different ways professionally all work within the process of 

converting making art understandable for the consumer.    
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2) Tastemakers as the balancing link between art and commerce 

With the above finding of cultural producersʼ and tastemakersʼ unique motivation for 

balancing art and commerce, I will continue the discussion of whether or not 

commercialising art endangers the quality of art. I will direct the focus towards 

discussing what impact the strategic usage of tastemakers has had on turning SOD 

from an event for the industry into an audience success. I find this relevant to discuss, 

as I find it remarkable that a cultural production with the original focus on fostering 

business, and which is based on the economic logics have turned into an audience 

success. With this discussion, I aim at revealing what impact the tastemakers has on 

this success. 

 

Well aware that Eikhof and Haunschild are talking about the motivation to do creative 

productions like acting or composing music, I would argue that the same hypothesis is 

true for cultural productions. One could argue that if a cultural production radiates being 

made only for businessʼ sake rather than the artʼs sake, it would negatively influence on 

its attractiveness to the public audience. This statement is also an extraction of another 

point from Eikhof and Haunschild (2006, 2007) used in the thesis, about how actors 

and cultural intermediaries cover their economic intentions by practising a bohemian 

lifestyle. Having obvious business intentions is simply not in agreement with their own 

and their surroundingsʼ view of a real artist, must work for the artʼs sake at the expense 

of financial compensation. Hesmondhalgh supports this by stating that the western 

society has a polarised the romantic idea, where creativity and art only can “(…) 

flourish if it is as far away from commerce as possible” (Hesmondhalgh 2013, 82). 

Because of this movement, the inputs from cultural intermediaries, who commercialise 

art, have in general had a bad reputation of “poisoning” the arts. However, 

Hesmondhalgh rejects the truth of this, as constraints (e.g. genre, time, money etc.) 

can be productive “(…) and enhance understanding between audience and producers 

(artist)” (ibid.)  

 

I would argue, that because of a romantic approach to artistic production in the society, 

art must appear to be for artʼs sake and free of commercial intentions, in order to be 

attractive and trustworthy as proper art. It is therefore necessary to cover the 

commercial intentions, which however exist in most cultural productions. 
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That commercial incentives within art are looked down on by the public and are thereby 

is unattractive for an audience makes the case of SOD interesting, as it has succeeded 

in being a cultural event that originally had pure commercial aims. MXD originally 

focused on attracting the local music industry in order to foster export, expand network, 

and promoting Danish music. A focus that differs from the typical cultural producer, 

such as a venue manager, whose primary aim is to attract an audience, which for MXD 

originally was only regarded as secondary and a bonus if achieved. It is therefore 

interesting, how having the aim of attracting the industry instead of regular cultural 

consumers has revealed a potentially beneficial alternative for the cultural producer, 

namely, to invest in securing that the cultural production firstly is attractive for the local 

industry to participate in, as this creates a great possibility for attracting an audience. 

  

My studies of SOD have shown, that the strategically selected tastemakers are in a 

position to spread the word about the event both internally (B2B), and indeed externally 

(B2C). This refers to the proven promotion process (cf. 3.3.5) that the cultural producer, 

when making strategic use of tastemakers, first must find the key juror who can attract 

the other tastemakers, who again attract the delegates. Under optimal circumstances 

this causality initiates the self-perpetuating doxa-effect, where all agree on the same 

values, and when motivated, they can all efficiently and cheaply promote the event to 

the target audience. In general, the cultural producer can attract the tastemakers and 

delegates by promoting the possibilities for positioning and accumulating capitals. This 

becomes possible when the right colleagues are there to network with and do business 

with. MXD does this for instance by hosting the networking dinner and sending out lists 

of participants. 

 

Although promoting the positioning and capital accumulation potentials to the industry 

is essential, it would be incorrect to say that MXD publicly promotes SOD as a 

networking event. In order to benefit from the effects of having the whole local music 

industry present, MXD is assigned to cover the business profile, when promoting the 

event publicly and also at the physical event. It does simply not attract a bigger public 

audience if they are aware or feel that they basically function as extras in an export 

drive with the purpose of fostering business. This means, that MXD, as a cultural 

producer, is in a situation where they must balance being an event that is attractive for 
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the industry, and also being a public event for a local music audience. In other words, 

MXD must both: 

 

A) Promote the possibilities for capital accumulation and positioning towards the 

delegates, in order to attract these, who then can start the promotion process of the 

event.  

B) At the same time MXD must cover the commercial agenda towards the public, in 

order to make the event trustworthy and made for the artʼs sake. 

 

This shows, once again, the typical paradox of the cultural producers in the creative 

industries, where they must balance art and commerce. For this rather complex task of 

duality, I would argue that the case of SOD has proven that the perfect tastemakers 

constellation constitutes a position that links art and commerce in an authentic way. 

The perfect tastemaker is exactly characterised by the fact that it is difficult to 

distinguish if they are motivated by artistic or commercial incentives. This also relates 

to their dominant position as being regarded as “disinterested”. The perfect 

constellation of tastemakers is perfect because its members are in a position where 

several stakeholders are dependant on them. Artists need them to enhance the 

connection to and understanding of the audience. Cultural consumers need 

tastemakers as agents to find new art in the jungle of cultural offers (cf. 2.1.2). Cultural 

intermediaries need them because of their position as being “disinterested” (Bourdieu 

1993) and power to wield symbolic violence, and their ability to legitimise cultural 

products and production as good quality. 

Therefore, composing the right group of tastemakers and involving them in the 

production process functions as a tool for the cultural producer to create the link 

between art and commerce, which is essential in the creative industries in order to 

achieve success. Under optimal circumstances, the perfect tastemaker constellation 

can initiate a promotion process that attract a proper audience, who secures that the 

business profile is covered by a authentic concert atmosphere. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
In the following, I will answer my research question: 

 

My studies of the relevance of tastemakers as a strategic tool in cultural productions 

have shown that under optimal circumstances they constitute a crucial link that 

combines between art and commerce. Balancing art and commerce is arguably 

essential for success in the creative industries (Eikhof & Haunschild 2006, 2007), a fact 

that makes tastemakers capable of benefitting the cultural producerʼs work. 

 

In order for the cultural producer to find the perfect tastemaker, I have made an 

analysis of the characteristics of these. I have found that a tastemakerʼs ability to link 

art and commerce can be explained by their dominant position in the social arena, that 

legitimises their wielding of symbolic violence as they are regarded as being 

“disinterested”. Thereby they influence what is regarded as good or bad taste in their 

society. They are characterised by the fact that it is difficult to distinguish if they are 

motivated by intrinsic (art for artʼs sake) or extrinsic (art for businessʼs sake) incentives, 

because they are both. They must possess a certain hunger for capital accumulation 

and positioning and/or a personal interest in the art form of the given project. The 

possibility of satisfying this hunger makes them motivated to participate unpaid. 

Therefore, the perfect tastemaker will often be a person on the rise in their career. 

When motivated the cultural producer can benefit from the perfect tastemakerʼs high 

holding of alternative capitals to lower demand uncertainty. 

 

What can cultural producers learn from the strategy of SPOT On Denmark, in order to 

benefit from involving tastemakers as a strategic tool when promoting and producing cultural 

productions? 

 

The question will be investigated by looking at: 

• What characterises the perfect tastemaker, when considering their motivation for 

working and their position of influence in the creative industries? 

• How to manage the perfect tastemaker? 
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My studies have shown that strategic use of tastemakers can initiate valuable 

processes. By involving a group of positioned tastemakers in a project about a specific 

art form (Danish music) this can initiate what I have called a self-perpetuating doxa 

effect, so the art form quickly becomes legitimised as proper art. Furthermore, they can 

initiate the efficient pull promotion effect that naturally spreads the word of the event in 

the media, instead of the cultural producer having to convince or pay the media for 

promotion. I would therefore argue that involving the perfect constellation of 

tastemakers could be the element that attracts an audience, by first attracting the 

industry, which spreads the word to the public. Under optimal conditions the promotion 

process attracts big enough audience, that it will camouflage the business profile of the 

production, which is crucial due to the prevailing romantic approach for art as 

something that must be free of commercial incentives. However, securing to make an 

event attractive to the industry can benefit the promotion of the event.  

 

Studying how to manage tastemakers on a time perspective revealed that even though 

creating a co-owner feeling for the project by empowering the tastemakers is a key 

element, the cultural producer also risks loosing control of the event, which can 

damage its integrity. I have found that push initiatives can be useful to support the pull 

strategy, however, I have questioned if it is worth the effort and risks for the cultural 

producer, as implementing push acts can be a violation of the tastemakersʼ 

competence, and are therefore complex and demanding to implement. 

The pull strategy of using tastemakers has, however, been shown to be an efficient 

way of establishing a position and gaining expertise in a new field of art or territory. 

 

A restriction that has proved to be rather successful to manage tastemakers is the 

implementation of the three-stage rocket dramaturgy, which secures that the selected 

art matches and fits an audience. This example illustrates how tastemakers are 

legitimised to mix art and commerce, as they are able to communicate and convert the 

art so that it is understandable to the consumer. This talent is what makes tastemakers 

hold a dominant position, as artists, cultural intermediaries and consumers are more or 

less dependant on them. This makes tastemakers relevant for cultural producers to 

benefit from. 
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5.1 Putting the thesis into perspective 
When putting the thesis into perspective, I must consider the problematic of 

determining how much influence the SOD jurors actually have. As I have only been 

able to investigate power through Bourdieuʼs alternative forms of capital, this must be 

considered to be a superficial estimation, that only points out some elements to look 

out for. Therefore, it could be interesting to investigate how to measure a personʼs 

influence as a cultural tastemaker, which in the social medias is measured as “Klout-

score”.  

 

My studies show how tastemakers can be in a position that elegantly links art with 

commerce. This hypothesis could be interesting to investigate further in the field of 

cultural festivals or conferences that openly are arranged in order for professionals to 

see what is new on the market, but still manage to attract a large audience. This 

tendency can be seen in festivals such as South by Southwest (Austin, Texas, U.S.A), 

Reeperbahn Festival (Hamburg, Germany), and SPOT Festival (Aarhus, Denmark). A 

study of the popularity of these festivals among regular festivalgoers might support the 

importance of making the cultural production attractive for the art professionals. This 

might reveal a change in consumer culture towards a greater acceptance of 

commercial intentions with art, or maybe just an indication of the consumersʼ thirst for 

experiencing the newest starlet before everybody else? 

 

Since the thesis has aimed at generalising on one case, it could be interesting to test 

these recommendationsʼ validity on other cases within the research field. As this thesis 

is highly empirically based, the generalisations cannot escape the risk of being made in 

a specific context. However, I find the overall concept of the case can be of strategic 

inspiration for wide range of cultural producers. 
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Websites for mentioned organisations 

South by SouthWest: sxsw.com 

SPOT Festival: spotfestival.dk 

Stadtgarten Cologne: stadtgarten.de 

Reeperbahn Festival Hamburg: reeperbahnfestival.com 

Montreux Jazz Festival Schwitzerland: montreuxjazz.com 

INK MUSIC: inkmusic.at 

ORF: orf.at 

The Gap: thegap.at 

FM4 Radio: fm4.orf.at 

AMX: musicexport.at 

Ancienne Belgique: abconcerts.be.  

 

Appendix 
Find transcription of interviews on enclosed DVD 

Field descriptions 
The Danish Night, Reeperbahn Festival - 20th to 23rd of September 2012 

A huge city festival situated around the notorious entertainment district of Hamburg. I 

participated with no demanding tasks from MXD. I more observed, than I involved 

myself. MXD calls the showcase at Reeperbahn Festival “The Danish Night” since 

MXD here decides the bands playing on a request from Reeperbahn Festival, which is 

opposite of the concept of SOD, where a local based jury is handled the task to select 

bands. The showcase started with a networking reception for invited delegates, and 

turns in to a concert with four bands. Asbjørn, The Floor is Made of Lava, Rangleklods, 

and Indians. The showcase was held at venue with the capacity of 250 people and is 

famous for hosting the first Beatles concert. My experience was that both the 

networking part and the concerts was a success counted of the amount of audience 

and delegates. The venue was full, and had a line of 50-100 people for a long period 

during the concerts. I mainly talk to the CEO and the MXD project manager during the 

whole trip. 

 

SPOT On Denmark in Cologne. 12th to 14th of December 2012 
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SOD in Cologne was held over two days. Day one was a workshop about 

synchronisation in the music business. Firstly where were two keynote presentations, 

followed by a “speed-dating” session between invited Danish and German delegates 

who were pitching ideas for each other. The day after the SOD event began with a 

three-course dinner for invited delegates, where seats were changed every course.  

I had two tasks for this trip. 1) To cover the two event and write an article for the MXD-

website. 2) To collect empirical data for this report. I used a dictaphone to record some 

interviews with delegates, jury members, artists, and public audience, both days. I 

conversed in a bigger degree than at Reeperbahn, and participated like the delegates 

did. The bands, I got You On Tape, CODY, and Linkoban, were all selected by a local 

jury. The venue capacity was around 300, but approximately 200 people attended.  


